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Abstract

Thin film Pt|Co|Gd is a synthetic ferrimagnet. This means that the magnetic properties of this trilayer
can be tuned by varying the layer thicknesses. Recent studies proposed that thin-film Pt|Co|Gd can
be used for a fast racetrack memory where data can be accessed using all-optical methods. Therefore,
data could potentially be accessed directly from a photonic integrated circuit. Data is moved along the
racetrack via electrical domain wall motion. Research has shown that this domain wall motion is most
efficient at the temperature the angular momentum of the Co and Gd layer compensate each other.
For the ability to engineer the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer with a desired angular compensation temperature, we
investigate the magnetic properties of this trilayer. Therefore, we derived a model that describes the
magnetic moment of the Co|Gd bilayer as function of temperature. In this work, this model is com-
pared to experimental observations of the magnetic moment of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) sample.

We have observed that the magnetic properties of our Pt|Co|Gd samples change significantly with
time. These changes are linked to intermixing of the Gd and the capping layer. In order to research
how the Pt|Co|Gd stack can be preserved at ambient conditions, we studied the stability of our
samples for different metals used as capping layer. Within the scope of our work, we have found that
the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer is preserved best with a 4 nm thick Ta capping layer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction and motivation of the work presented in this thesis. We start
with the general developments in the field of computer hardware, and then go further into detail
about data storage, more specifically into a ‘new’ proposed data-storage device named the racetrack
memory (RM). Recently, it has been shown that the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer has potential to be used in
a type of RM where data is accessed via photonics, and bits can be moved electrically with record
speeds. For the feasibility and future optimization of this device, we present a study on the magnetic
characteristics and preservation of the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer.

Computers are one of today’s most valuable assets. They provide; instant access to information,
various methods of communication, and are able to solve complex calculations in fractions of seconds.
The main components of a computer ‘brain’ are processing units (PU’s) and memories. Most com-
puter architectures contain two classifications of memories; primary and secondary. Primary memory
is used for frequently accessed data. This is preferably placed close to the PU and operates at fre-
quencies close to the clock rate of the PU. Usually this memory consists of a read-only memory
device containing boot instructions, and random-access memory (RAM) for frequently accessed data
after booting (e.g. program instructions). Other data, often larger amounts and less frequently used,
is stored in secondary memory. These memory devices typically have larger storage-volumes, cost
less per bit, and are non-volatile. As a consequence, secondary memories is often much slower than
primary data.

Modern PU’s and many types of memories are built from large amounts of transistors. In general,
downscaling of these transistors make computer components faster, cheaper and more energy efficient.
These transistor devices are commonly made with photolithographic and chemical processing steps.
The transistor structures can be made as small as 5 nm [1]. However, these processing steps are
complicated and costly. Moreover, below 5 nm transistor structures experience unacceptable levels of
thermally induced errors at room temperature (RT) [2]. As alternative to transistor based memories
there are memory devices based on magnetic principles. For example hard-disk drives, this memory
device uses more established technology, which makes them less costly [3]. However, hard-disk drives
are intrinsically slower than transistor based memories and are prone to mechanical failures [4, 5].

The disadvantages of downscaling electronic features also apply to the development of integrated
circuits. For further development of integrated circuits, on-chip usage of photons instead of electrons
as information carriers (photonics) for data communication is researched. Because photonics provides
much faster and energy efficient data-communication than electronics [6, 7]. Recent development of a
‘new’ proposed memory device, the thin-film Pt|Co|Gd RM, could be a fast magnetic memory device
that directly reads and writes data via photonics. This memory type is non-volatile (i.e. data is
retained without power) and could be used as RAM. With these properties the RM has potential be
used as sole primary memory and secondary memory device at once; a universal memory. This single
type of memory in a computer will significantly simplify the computer architecture. In the following
section we discuss the concept of the RM.

Thin film Pt|Co|Gd composition and magnetic characteristics 1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Magnetic Domain-Wall Racetrack Memory

In 2008 Parkin, Hayashi and Thomas proposed the so called the Magnetic Domain-Wall Racetrack
Memory [8]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of this memory. This non-volatile memory type stores
binary values in magnetic domains, similar to bits on a magnetic hard-disk drive. These magnetic
domains (the bits) are defined by the direction of their magnetization. In contrast to hard-disk drives,
where bits are displaced relative to the recording head by the combination of rotating the recording
disk and moving the recording-head above it, magnetic domains on the RM are electrically shifted
along the racetrack with fixed read and writing positions. Therefore, in contrast to hard-disk drives,
the RM has no moving components. The access-time of a bit is roughly 5 × 105 faster for the RM
compared to a hard-disk drive, and the RM is not prone to mechanical failures [8].

Figure 1.1: Concept of the RM as proposed by Parkin, Hayashi and Thomas. A magnetic ‘racetrack’
is divided into equally spaced domains with their magnetic orientation defining the logic ‘0’ (light
gray) or ‘1’ (dark grey). These domains are shifted along the racetrack by injecting current pulses,
demonstrated in this figure for 5 current pulses that move the whole bit pattern 5 positions to the
right. Figure adapted from [9].

The domain sizes and domain-wall (DW) velocity have improved significantly since the original
concept of the RM. Originally the racetrack is made of soft-magnetic material with in-plane magnet-
ization. When a spin-polarized current is sent trough the racetrack, there is an angular momentum
exchange between the electrons from the current and localized electrons in the regions between oppos-
ite domains (DWs). This angular momentum exchange exerts a torque which is called spin-transfer
torque, and moves the DWs in opposite direction to the current. DW-velocities from this phenomenon
are observed up to 100 m/s. However, the DW-widths are relatively large and the exerted torques
alter the domain sizes, making the device unreliable [10]. Much narrower and more robust DWs are
achieved in a racetrack with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), i.e. with the magnetic pref-
erential direction (easy axis) perpendicular to the racetrack surface. One of the methods to achieve
PMA is by depositing a thin Cobalt (Co) layer on top of a Platinum (Pt) layer. The hybridization
between Pt and Co in combination with the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in Pt provides this
magnetic preferential axis [11]. In addition, Miron et al. found in 2011 that the SOC between the
heavy metal Pt and transition metal Co layers gives rise to a mechanism referred to as spin-orbit
torque. This torque allows to move DWs with speeds up to 350 m/s along the direction of the
current [12, 13]. One of the limiting factors of the DW velocity is the velocity breakdown due to
angular precession of the DW’s (this is known as the Walker breakdown) [14]. In 2015 Parkin and
Yang published the latest concepts of the so called ‘fourth version of the RM’ (RM 4.0), using anti-
ferromagnets [10]. The compensation of the angular momentum from the antiferromagnetically (AF)
coupled magnetic metals in the antiferromagnets suppresses the angular precession, making DW mo-
tion most efficient [15, 16]. Kim et al. showed that for AF coupled metals with different magnetization
(synthetic ferrimagnets, e.g. Co|Gd) for which the angular momentum is compensated, effectively act
as synthetic antiferromagnets and also have efficient DW motion [17]. One of the driving forces
for DW motion in these antiferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic racetracks is the exchange coupling torque
between the AF coupled metals. Figure 1.2 illustrates this torque in a Pt|Co|Gd trilayer. Bläsing
et al. found that this exchange coupling torque also maximized when the angular momentum of the
synthetic ferrimagnetic bilayers are compensated [18]. For synthetic ferrimagnetic racetracks with
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1.1. MAGNETIC DOMAIN-WALL RACETRACK MEMORY

compensated angular momentum, DW velocities as fast as 1.3 km/s have been reported [19].

vDW

DW

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a DW in ferrimagnetic Pt|Co|Gd in the presence of a current j. Arrows and
colors in the Co|Gd layers represent the direction of the local magnetic moment, with the thickness
of the arrows being the magnitude of the moment. The green and magenta arrows in the Pt layer
represent the spin direction of the electrons in the current j. τGd and τCo are the torques working on
the magnetic moment of the Gd and Co layers. Figure obtained from [18] with minor modifications.

Khan et al. compared the RM 4.0 with state of the art conventional memory types in their paper
ShiftsReduce: Minimizing Shifts in Racetrack Memory 4.0 [20, 10, 21]. Their comparisons shows the
superiority of the RM in data-density, write endurance, power consumption, and retention period (the
number of write cycles that determine the lifetime of the device). However, because the access-time
of the RM is fundamentally limited by the motion of bits along the racetrack, static-RAM (which is
direct accessible) is faster than the RM 4.0.

1.1.1 Pt|Co|Gd racetrack

In the original concept of the RM bits are read via tunnel magnetoresistance from a magnetic tunnel
junction in contact with the racetrack, and bits are written using either a local induced field or
via spin transfer torque [8]. Both these read and write operations are electrically controlled, while
on-chip photonics is desired for faster and more energy efficient data communication. An appealing
concept is therefore to integrate photonics into the RM by utilizing all-optical methods to read/write
bits [22]. With current technology, the magnetic orientation can be measured with the magneto-
optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [23], and for some materials the magnetic orientation can be switched
using all-optical switching (AOS) [24]. AOS has been observed in ‘transition metal’-‘rare earth’ alloys
for over a decade. However, the fabrication of such an alloy requires a relatively complex process.
Much easier to fabricate and engineer are ‘transition metal’-‘rare earth’ multilayers, such as a Co|Gd
bilayer. Recently, Lalieu et al. showed AOS for these bilayers [22]. With his finding they proposed
an Pt|Co|Gd opto-magnetic RM, shown in Figure 1.3.

An advantage of this ferrimagnets racetrack is that the magnetic properties can be tuned by the
composition of the metallic layers. As will be elaborated in Section 2.1, the magnetic properties of
the Co and the Gd layer behave differently as function of temperature. Therefore, it is possible to
engineer the Co|Gd bilayer such that there is no net magnetization at a certain temperature TM , and
no net angular momentum at a temperature TA. Because Co and Gd have different gyromagnetic
ratios, TM is different than TA for Co|Gd bilayers (this is discussed further in Section 2.1.2). We
studied the magnetic properties of Pt|Co|Gd in preparation to engineer the trilayer with desired TA.
However, in contrast to TM , TA cannot be directly obtained by measuring the magnetic moment.
Therefore we focus the study more on TM . We introduce an analytical expression for both TA and
TM . These expressions are derived from our model that describes the magnetic moment of the Co|Gd
bilayer. The validity of our model is examined by qualitatively comparing the magnetic moment as
function of temperature determined by our model to experimental observations.

Thin film Pt|Co|Gd composition and magnetic characteristics 3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Illustration of Pt|Co|Gd RM utilizing AOS to ‘write’ bits in the form of magnetic domains,
and MOKE for the readout. Grayscale topside of the racetrack displays Kerr images from an actual
AOS measurement performed on a Pt|Co|Gd stack. The zoom-in on the stack shows the perpendicular
magnetic orientation of the magnetization to the racetrack, and the AF coupled Co and Gd layers.
Figure adapted from [22].

1.2 Thesis structure

The content of this thesis consist of two studies. To research how TA and TM of the Pt|Co|Gd stack
can be tuned by engineering the composition of the trilayer, we present a study on the magnetic
characteristics of the stack. At first glance, the measured magnetic moments of our samples seemed
inconsistent. During the project we found that the magnetic properties changed over time due to
the instability of the composition of our samples. Therefore, the second study is conducted in order
to find how the Pt|Co|Gd stack can be well preserved at ambient conditions. Because Co and Gd
react with oxygen at ambient conditions, an additional layer is deposited on top of the Pt|Co|Gd
stack. As we have found, the majority of the compositional instability of our samples originates from
intermixing between the Gd and the capping layer.

In Chapter 2 the theory of these research topics is discussed. We present a model to describe the
magnetization of thin film Pt|Co|Gd, and discuss the origin of compositional changes in this stack.
Chapters 3 and 4 continue with the methods used to experimentally verify the theory discussed in
Chapter 2. This includes the methods of sample fabrication and characterization. In Chapter 5 ex-
perimental results on the composition of the Pt|Co|Gd|X stack are presented. We discuss the origin
of the change in composition over time, the impact of these changes on the magnetic properties,
and we discuss how the composition is preserved best in the scope within the scope of our work.
In Chapter 6 we use the results from Chapters 4 and 5 to experimentally determine the magnetic
moment of Pt|Co|Gd as a function of temperature. The theoretical model of the magnetic moment
from Chapter 2 is qualitatively compared to the experimental observation. Finally, in Chapter 7 the
conclusions of this thesis are presented and an outlook for further research is discussed.
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Chapter 2

State of the art and theory

This chapter provides the theoretical background for the research presented in this thesis. State of the
art research on the magnetic and composition properties of the Pt|Co|Gd stack in combination with
text-book theory is presented, used to interpret our experimental observations. In the first section of
this chapter we discuss the principles of the magnetic properties of the Pt|Co|Gd stack. We continue
in the second section with discussing the properties of the total magnetization of the Co|Gd bilayer.
To that end, we derive an expression for the magnetic- and angular-compensation temperature (TM
and TA). In section 2.3 we discuss the composition of thin Pt|Co|Gd films in regards to oxidation
and intermixing.

2.1 Thin film Pt|Co|Gd magnetic properties

For the magnetic characteristics of the Pt|Co|Gd we first look at the properties of the different metals.
From bottom to top we start with Pt. Pt is a paramagnetic heavy metal with an electronic band-
structure close to fulfilling the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism [25]. This means that Pt does not
have spontaneous magnetization, but has a high magnetic susceptibility. Upon size reduction it even
has been observed that Pt atoms overcome the Stoner criterion and become ferromagnetic [26]. An
enhancement of this effect is observed for Pt being in contact with magnetic materials [27, 28], e.g.
at a Pt|Co interface. We refer to the latter phenomenon as the proximity effect ; an induced magnetic
moment in a paramagnetic metal (PM) by a ferromagnetic metal (FM). This induced moment in Pt
at the interface to Permalloy at RT is observed to be as large as 20% of the spontaneous magnetic
moment of Co atoms at RT [28].

On top of the Pt layer is a ferromagnetic layer of Co. Below the Curie temperature (TC) local-
ized spins in ferromagnetic materials order parallel, creating a spontaneous magnetic moment. This
spontaneous magnetic moment is temperature dependent, because thermal fluctuations of the local-
ized spins distort the parallel ordering. Above the Curie temperature thermal fluctuations completely
distort the magnetic ordering, making the material paramagnetic. In Figures 2.1a and 2.1b the spon-
taneous magnetization of Co for, respectively, bulk and thin film are shown (blue curves). One
of the methods to describe the spontaneous magnetization of a ferromagnet is by using Landau’s
modification of the Curie-Weiss law, known as the critical exponent equation [25, 29];

M(T ) = Ms,0

(
1− T

TC

)β
. (2.1)

Thin film Pt|Co|Gd composition and magnetic characteristics 5



CHAPTER 2. STATE OF THE ART AND THEORY

Although Landau’s theory is derived for the assumption of small magnetization (i.e. close to the
Curie temperature), it remains useful as approximation for the spontaneous magnetization at lower
temperatures. For (bulk) Co the saturation magnetization at absolute zero temperature (Ms,0) is
1.44 MA/m, TC is 1388 K, and the spontaneous magnetization exponent (β) is approximately 0.4 [25,
30]. However, previous studies have shown that on size reduction the lack of neighboring Co atoms
at the interfaces decreases TC drastically [31, 30, 32]. Measurements of a Pt|Co(1nm)|Pt sample [33]
showed TC to be 560 ± 100 K. Ms,0 for thin film Co is determined at 1.4 ± 0.2 MA/m, close to the
literature value for bulk Co.

TC,Co

TC,Gd

Ms,0,Gd

Ms,0,Co

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Spontaneous magnetization plotted using the critical exponent equation (Equation 2.1) for
bulk (a) and thin film (b) Co and Gd. The inset in figure (b) shows the low temperature dependence
of the magnetic moment in thin film Co and Gd. The magnetization curves of Co (Gd) are showed
in blue (orange). Thin film values for Co are based on measurements of Pt|Co(1nm)|Pt samples and
for Gd on Pt|Gd(3nm)|Pt samples in this thesis.

The rare-earth metal Gd is also a ferromagnetic material. Bulk Gd has a Curie temperature close
to RT at 293 K [34, 35], and a relatively large saturation magnetic moment (compared to Co) of
2.1 MA/m at 0 K [36]. The saturation moment of a Gd atom is made up of two components; the
4f electrons order indirectly via the conduction electrons, producing a moment of 7.00µB (91.7%
of Ms), and the magnetization of the 4f electrons polarizes the electrons in the 6s and 5d bands
(the combined conduction band) which produces another 0.63µB (8.3% of Ms) [37, 38]. The critical
exponent of Gd is approximately 0.4 [39, 30], similar to the critical exponent of Co. Also for Gd, TC
decreases upon size reduction. From a Pt|Gd(3nm)|Pt sample, TC is obtained to be 25±8 K and the
saturation magnetization at absolute zero to be reduced to 1.6 ± 0.2 MA/m [33]. This is visualized
with the orange curves in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b for bulk and thin film.

Both the proximity effect and the decrease of TC in FMs upon size reduction are intrinsically in-
terface effects. These two examples address the importance of interface effects to the magnetic
characteristics of thin-film Pt|Co|Gd. In the next two sections we therefore discuss the Pt|Co and
Co|Gd interfaces.

2.1.1 Pt|Co interface

The ‘Pt|Co’ combination is chosen for various reasons; the combination of Pt and Co provides PMA
and enhances current driven DW motion. Both these phenomenons originate from the combination
of high SOC)in the heavy-metal and the hybridization between the valence bands of the heavy-metal
and the transition-metal. For Pt and Co these are the 5d band and 3d band, respectively [40]. The
large SOC in Pt connects the magnetization direction to the crystal lattice; this is called magneto
crystalline anisotropy [41]. In order to have PMA, Pt is therefore preferred in the 〈111〉 direction [42,
43]. This is achieved by a Tantalum (Ta) ‘seeding’ layer that supports Pt(111) growth [32, 44].

6 Kenneth Poissonnier



2.1. THIN FILM PT|CO|GD MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

For PMA, the energy associated with the orientation of the magnetization in a microscopic ferromag-
netic domain (i.e. the anisotropy energy, Ea) needs to be minimal for magnetization in out-of-plane
direction. We discuss two contributions to Ea; (1) the demagnetization energy, associated with the
energy cost of generated stray fields; and (2) the energy associated with the magneto crystalline
anisotropy. Therefore, we denote Ea as [44]

Ea = +M2
s cos2 (θM )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Demagnetization energy

−K⊥ cos2 (θM )︸ ︷︷ ︸
magneto-crystalline energy

. (2.2)

Where, θM is defined as the angle between the magnetization direction ~M and the normal of the
surface, and K⊥ is the effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy constant. Because magnetic poles
repel each other (analogous to electronic charges), they tend to be distanced as far as possible from
each other in order to minimize the demagnetizing energy. The preferred magnetic orientation of the
demagnetization energy is therefore shape dependent; this is called shape anisotropy. For thin films
the shape anisotropy favors in-plane magnetization. Therefore, the out-of-plane favoured anisotropy
from the Pt|Co interface is in competition with the in-plane favoured shape-anisotropy, and thus K⊥
must be larger than M2

s in order to have PMA. In Chapter 4 we see that, because of the temper-
ature dependence of Ms, the effective anisotropy changes between low temperature (< 100 K) and RT.

Another phenomenon that needs to be addressed is the existence of multi-domain states. This de-
notes a state where the magnetization is not uniform, but consists of regions with opposite magnetic
orientation. This state arises in order to minimize the energy of the demagnetization field. Figure 2.2
illustrates a single domain and a multi-domain state for a magnetic material with associated magnetic
stray fields. Because of the compensation of the magnetic moment by the opposite oriented magnetic
domains, samples in a multi-domain state have a reduced net magnetic moment. As will be discussed
in Chapter 4, this withholds us from obtaining Ms without an external field applied at certain tem-
peratures. The appliance of an external field adds another term to the energy associated with the
orientation of the magnetization; the Zeeman energy, EZ = −MsH cos (φ), where φ is defined as the

angle between the external magnetic field (H) and ~M . This energy term favourers the magnetization
parallel to the external magnetic field.

Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of magnetic stray fields for a magnetic material in a single domain
state (left) and for a multi-domain state (right).

Thin film Pt|Co|Gd composition and magnetic characteristics 7



CHAPTER 2. STATE OF THE ART AND THEORY

2.1.2 Ferrimagnetic Co|Gd

Co and Gd also have a notable relation, which can be seen by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian corres-
ponding to interfacing Co and Gd atoms. Heisenberg described the inter-atomic Coulomb interaction
as a coupling between two localized spins. A corresponding Hamiltonian can be written as [25]

H = −2JS1 · S2. (2.3)

Where J is the exchange coupling between the localized spins S1 and S2. When J is positive, the
spins align parallel in order to minimize energy, leading to ferromagnetism. In case J is negative, adja-
cent spins align antiparallel, which leads to antiferromagnetism. The 4f magnetic moments from Gd
and the 3d magnetic moments from Co have ‘indirect’ negative exchange coupling. This anti-parallel
coupling arises from the bridge role of Gd 5d magnetic moments which are parallel to Gd 4f moments
through direct exchange, but anti-parallel to Co 3d magnetic moments via 5d-3d hybridization [45].
The negative interlayer exchange coupling of the Co|Gd bilayer in combination with the positive
intralayer exchange coupling (Co-Co and Gd-Gd) makes the Co|Gd bilayer a synthetic ferrimagnet.
By varying the Co and Gd layer thicknesses, the magnetic properties (e.g. the net magnetization of
the bilayer) can therefore be tuned [46].

For the understanding of ferrimagnetism we first discuss a CoGd alloy. The magnetic properties
of bulk Co0.75Gd0.25 alloy (75% Co concentration and 25% Gd) deviate strongly from both pure Co
and pure Gd. Figure 2.3 shows the magnetization of this alloy as function of temperature (T ). The
magnetic moment at absolute zero temperature of Gd atoms is larger than the magnetic moment of
Co atoms. Although, Gd is more temperature dependent than Co. Therefore there exists a point
in temperature with zero net magnetization. This is called the magnetic compensation temperature
(TM ), where ~MGd(TM ) = − ~MCo(TM ). Notably is that (for this specific bulk alloy) TM is 320 K,
which is higher than TC for bulk Gd. This indicates that there also exists an induced magnetization
in Gd in proximity to Co, similar to the proximity induced magnetization observed in Pt. Similar
to the compensation of magnetic moment, the compensation of angular momentum also arises at a
specific temperature; TA. This temperature is is defined as AGd(TA) = −ACo(TA). Whereas the
angular momentum, Ai, is defined as

Ai =
mi

γi
. (2.4)

The subscript i denotes the relevant layer (either Co or Gd), whereas mi is the magnetic moment of
the layer, and γi the corresponding gyromagnetic ratio. The difference between TM and TA comes
from their difference in gyromagnetic ratio. This material dependent constant originates from the
electronic bandstructure, and is defined as the ratio of the magnetic moment to angular momentum.
This is expressed as

γi =
giµB
~

, (2.5)

with gi the Landé g-factor of layer i and ~ the reduced Planck constant. The Landé g-factor of Co
(gCo) is larger than for Gd (gGd); gCo = 2.17 and gGd = 1.95. Hence γCo > γGd and TA > TM for
Co-Gd based systems [25, 18].

Bilayer Co|Gd has again different magnetic properties than CoGd alloy. In the alloy all Gd atoms have
neighboring Co atoms, the magnetization is therefore homogeneous and dominated by the nearest
neighbor proximity effect between Co and Gd atoms. For the Co|Gd bilayer the nearest neighbor
proximity effect is only present at the interface. Therefore, the penetration depth of the proxim-
ity effect becomes important for the net magnetization. To characterize the magnetization of the
Pt|Co|Gd trilayer, we need a description of the proximity induced magnetization. In the next section
we introduce a model to describe this proximity induced magnetization by taking the magnetic profile
within the Gd into account. The induced magnetic moment in the Pt layer is assumed to be small
compared to the magnetic moments from the Co and Gd layers, and is therefore neglected.
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2.1. THIN FILM PT|CO|GD MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Figure 2.3: Magnetization of Co0.75Gd0.25 alloy as function of temperature. The black dots represent
experimental data, the solid black line represents the complete curve of the alloy’s magnetization,
and the magnetization of the Gd atoms and Co atoms individually is represented by the dashed lines
marked with MGd and MCo respectively. Note the indication of TM where the net magnetization
vanishes at (∼ 320 K). Figure adopted from [25] with minor modifications.

2.1.3 Proximity induced magnetization

The spontaneous magnetization of thin-film (3 nm) Gd is not observed above 25 K (TC), however
RT measurements of Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) samples indicate a magnetic moment corresponding with
0.45 nm of fully saturated Gd (using the saturation magnetization for bulk Gd) [47, 22]. This implies
the presence of the proximity effect in the paramagnetic state of Gd in proximity of Co. In order
to describe the proximity effect in the Co|Gd bilayer, we base our theory on the work of Lim et
al. and Omelchenko, Heinrich and Girt [27, 28]. In Appendix A.1 we elaborate on their work. To
make the model more general, we will describe the proximity effect between a PM and a FM instead
of explicitly Gd and Co. We define the phenomenological free energy that is associated with the
magnetization in the PM layer as [48, 49]

f(x) =
µ0

2χ
m2 + µ0

A

2

[
dm

dx

]2

− µ0m ·H, (2.6)

where f represents the free energy density, x is defined as the position normal to the FM|PM interface,
µ0 is the permeability of vacuum, χ is the magnetic susceptibility, A is the exchange stiffness, m is
the local induced magnetic moment, and H is an external applied magnetic field. The first term in
this equation describes the induced magnetic moment of the paramagnetic material, the second term
describes the spatial spin correlations (i.e. the position dependence of the magnetic moment), and the
last term is the Zeeman energy. The exchange interaction at the interface between the ferromagnetic
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and paramagnetic materials is described by a local effective field, as being

Hex = JexmFM. (2.7)

Where Jex is the exchange coupling constant across the interface, and mFM the magnetization of the
ferromagnetic material at the interface. This effective field is on the order of 8 MA/m [28]. Because
we purely want to describe the proximity induced magnetization in the paramagnetic layer, we neglect
the external field contribution (the Zeeman-term in equation 2.6). This yields that the model is only
valid at low external applied magnetic field strengths compared to Hex, which in our experiments is
generally fulfilled.

To determine the minimum of the total free energy of the paramagnetic layer (with a layer thickness

dPM), F =
∫ dPM

0
f(x)dx, the extrema of the function F are determined using the variational principle.

This gives the following differential equation for the induced magnetization (see Appendix A.2):

µ0

χ
m(x)− µ0A

∂2m(x)

∂x2
= 0. (2.8)

The interfacial exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic layers induces a mag-
netic moment in the paramagnetic layer at the interface, M0. This, plus the property that the
induced magnetization decreases with increasing distance from the interface, implicate two boundary
conditions for the differential equation:

m(0) = M0, lim
x→∞

m(x) = 0. (2.9)

With these boundary conditions, equation 2.8 is solved with the following solution to the magnetic
profile;

m(x) = M0 exp

(
−x
ξ

)
. (2.10)

Here, ξ(=
√
χA) is the characteristic decay length of the induced magnetization. See Appendix A.2.1

for the derivation of equation 2.10.

The phenomenological free energy function originates from the Ginzburg-Landau theory for super-
conductivity. This theory describes the characteristic decay length as being proportional to one over
the square root of temperature [50]. In the model of the proximity model for Co|Gd we follow this
theory and define

ξ =
ξ0√
T
, (2.11)

where ξ0 is a temperature independent constant. Essentially this is equivalent to Lim et al.’s assump-
tion to ignore the temperature dependence of the exchange stiffness, but we use the Curie law instead
of the Curie-Weiss law for the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility.

The magnetic moment at the interface in the paramagnetic layer is given by the product between the
susceptibility of the paramagnetic material (χ) and the effective molecular field from the ferromag-
netic layer (Equation 2.7),

M0 = mFMJexχ. (2.12)

Because the coupling between the FM and PM layers originates from hybridization between the FM
and PM materials rather than an actual local effective field, we approximate Jexχ as a constant
(neglecting the temperature dependence). The temperature dependence of M0 is therefore linear to
the temperature dependence of mFM. Using Equations 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, we obtain a temperature
and position dependent expression for the induced magnetic moment;

m(x, T ) = mFM(T )Jexχ exp

(
−x
√
T

ξ0

)
. (2.13)
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Figure 2.4: Proximity induced magnetic moment as function of position normal to the FM|PM
interface for different temperatures. For the temperature we used 0 K, and 4 arbitrary temperatures;
T1, 10 · T1, 102 · T1 and 103 · T1. The curves are created by using Equation 2.13, with Jexχ = 0.8.
Temperature dependence of the ferromagnetic layer is neglected to create this plot.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the proximity induced magnetization as obtained from Equation 2.13. Integ-
rating the induced magnetic moment over the thickness of the paramagnetic layer dPM gives the
temperature dependent magnetization of the full PM layer;

M(T ) =

∫ dPM

0

m(x, T )dx (2.14)

=
mFM(T )Jexχξ0√

T

[
1− exp

(
−dPM

√
T

ξ0

)]
. (2.15)

This model is used in the next section, in combination with a model for the magnetic moment of the
ferromagnetic layer, to describe the total magnetization of the Co|Gd bilayer.

2.2 Thin film Co|Gd magnetization

Earlier the Pt|Co|Gd RM has been introduced (see Introduction). Studies have shown the potential for
photonic integration and high DW velocity of this device. To utilize the full potential of the Pt|Co|Gd
RM, it is desired to tune TA to the temperature at which the temperature operates. However, neither
TM nor TA have been observed above 220 K for Co|Gd bilayers [18, 22, 35, 47]. To verify if TM
(and TA) could be engineered at higher temperatures, it is necessary to study the magnetic moment
of the trilayer as function of the layer thicknesses and temperature. Because we are interested in
temperatures above TC for thin film Gd (which for Gd(3nm) this is approximately 25 K), we presume
the Gd layer to be paramagnetic. Therefore, we use the proximity model that we derived in the
previous section to describe the induced magnetic moment in the Gd layer (Equation 2.15). For the
spontaneous magnetization of Co, we use the critical exponent equation (Equation 2.1). The total

saturation magnetization per surface area (M̃s) of the FM|PM bilayer (with a ferromagnetic thickness
of dFM) as function of temperature is described as:

M̃s(T ) = Ms,0,FM

(
1− T

TC

)β {
dFM +

Jexχξ0√
T

[
1− exp

(
−dPM

√
T

ξ0

)]}
. (2.16)
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In Figure 2.5 M̃s(T ) of a FM|PM bilayer as described by this model is plotted (green curve), as well
as the magnetic moment from the FM layer (MFM, blue curve) and the magnetic moment from the
PM layer (MPM, orange curve) separately.

za

za

za

Figure 2.5: The magnetic moment from a FM|PM bilayer predicted by the combination of the critical
exponent equation (Equation 2.1) and the proximity model (Equation 2.15). The green curve rep-
resents the total magnetic moment of the stack (Equation 2.16), the dashed lines show the magnetic
moment of the FM (blue) and PM (orange) layers separately.

Solving MFM(T ) = MPM(T ) with respect to T gives the following expression for TM :

TM =
ξ2
0

d2
PMd

2
FM

{
JexχdPM + dFMW

(
−Jexχ

dPM

dFM
exp

[
−Jexχ

dPM

dFM

])}2

. (2.17)

With W being the Lambert W function. The properties of the Lambert W function are discussed in
Appendix B. Figure 2.6 shows a 3d plot of TM for varying dFM and dPM, determined by Equation 2.17.
The parameters ξ0, Jex, and χ are unified (ξ0 = Jex = χ = 1) in this figure. From this illustration we
observe the convergence of TM at fixed dFM and increasing dPM. This visualizes the finite moment
induced in the paramagnetic layer that is characterized by ξ (see Equation 2.13). Another observable
is the dependence of TM on dFM when taking the limit of dPM to infinity:

lim
dPM→∞

TM ⇒
(ξ0Jexχ)

2

d2
FM

. (2.18)

This limit implies that TM of the Co|Gd bilayer is fundamentally limited by the thickness of the Co
layer. If the model is correct, the maximal TM is expected for the thinnest Co film in combination
with Gd film thickness for which TM has saturated (i.e. does not change when the Gd film thickness
is increased). Also, note the region of small dPM where no TM exists. In this region the magnetic
moment of the Gd layer does not exceed the magnetic moment of the Co layer at any temperature,
hence there is no TM . This region scales linearly with increasing dPM.

Similar to the method to obtain an expression for TM , using MFM(T )/γFM = MPM(T )/γPM, we
obtain an expression for TA;

TA =
ξ2
0

d2
PMd

2
FMγ

2
PM

{
JexχdPMγFM + dFMγPMW

(
−Jexχ

γFMdPM

γPMdFM
exp

[
−Jexχ

γFMdPM

γPMdFM

])}2

. (2.19)
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Figure 2.6: 3d plot of TM for unified values of Jexχ and ξ0 with varying layer thicknesses of dFM and
dPM.

When γFM is equal to γPM, TA is equal to TM . However, in case of Co|Gd (γFM > γPM) TA is larger
than TM . The ratio between TA and TM in the convergence limit of TM is

lim
dPM→∞

TA
TM

=
γ2

FM

γ2
PM

. (2.20)

For Co|Gd this ratio is 1.24. This yields that in this limit, for TA equal to RT, TM = 242 K.

In order to validate the expressions of TA and TM , we compare the magnetic moment of a Co|Gd
bilayer predicted by the model with experimental observations. These results are discussed in
Chapter 6. However, in order to measure the magnetic moment of Co|Gd, we first discuss the
compositional properties of our samples.

2.3 Compositional changes in thin-film Pt|Co|Gd over time

Because Co and Gd are known to oxidize at ambient conditions, an additional layer is deposited on
top of the Pt|Co|Gd stack. However, during the project we observed that the magnetic properties still
changed over time. We have linked these observations to changes in the composition of these samples.
Here we discuss some of the processes that could be responsible for a change in sample composition
over time, namely chemicals reactions (e.g. oxidation and alloy formation) and diffusive processes
(e.g. intermixing). Because the magnetic properties change over time and the magnetization of our
samples originates mainly from the Co|Gd bilayer, we expect the composition changes to take place
in the Co and/or Gd layer.

2.3.1 Redox reactions

The first hypothesis we discuss to explain the instability of the samples, is a redox reaction between
the Gd layer and oxygen from air. Based on the electronegativity and oxidation states of Gd [51],
Gd is known to react with oxygen. Although Co also oxidize when exposed to air, it is less likely
that the Co layer oxidizes because the Gd layer is grown on top of it. In order to prevent oxidation
of the Gd film, we deposit a metal layer on top of it (referred to as the capping layer). In this study
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we report on the usage of Al, Ta and Pt as different capping layer materials. Both Al and Ta have
a relatively low electronegativity and are known to oxidize. However, the passive metal-oxide film
which forms at the top of these capping layers protects the layer of further oxidation [52, 53, 54]. Pt
in contrast has a high electronegativity and is not very reactive to oxygen [55], therefore we expect
that Pt is the best capping layer to protect the stack from oxidation.

There are a number of methods that can be used to test the hypothesis of sample oxidation. The
first one we discuss is the electrical resistivity of the sample. As described by the Mott-Hubbard
model [56], the conducting metals Co and Gd transform into semiconductors upon oxidation. There-
fore, the oxidation of Co and/or Gd would increase the electrical resistivity. The second method to
test if the samples oxidize, is by determining the surface roughness. Based on atomic force micro-
scopy results on a Co film with a Pt capping layer, Kuhrau et al. found that oxidation of the Co
film is detectable by an increased surface roughness [57]. Because GdOx has a comparable surface
roughness to CoOx [57, 58], we expect the same to be true for the top Gd|Pt bilayer. Lastly, we
look for indications of oxidation in the magnetic characteristics of the samples. The oxidation of Gd
reduces the magnetic moment of the Gd layer [47]. Therefore, TM is expected to decrease.

The expected changes in the magnetic characteristics of the samples are observed for samples stored
at ambient conditions, however, they are also observed for a sample stored in a vacuum vault (for
which less oxidation is expected), this is discussed in Section 5.1. Therefore we expect other phenom-
ena to be the cause of the observed instability of our samples. In the next section we discuss diffusive
processes that may alter the composition of our samples.

2.3.2 Intermixing, amorphization and alloy formation

The other hypothesis that is tested, is intermixing of the metals. Previous sections assumed the
different layers in the sample to have sharp interfaces between them. However, diffusive processes
(e.g. intermixing of the materials) could occur during and after the fabrication of the thin films.
Studies on the composition of Co and Gd have shown a fast amorphization reaction when Co is de-
posited on Gd due to diffusion of Co atoms in the Gd layer [59]. Less rapid intermixing and a much
slower amorphization reaction is observed when Gd is deposited on Co [59]. González et al. found
that the diffusion of Co in Gd proceeds up to a limit not far from the composition Gd40Co60. Once
this composition is reached throughout the whole Gd layer, the interdiffusion stops [60, 61]. Alonso
et al. created a model based on these findings, and found that the amorphous Gibbs free energy of
Gd1−xCox to be minimum at x = 0.58, close to the composition Gd0.40Co60 [62]. This finding implies
that the intermixing is thermodynamically driven [62].

The diffusion of Co atoms into the Gd layer would increase the number of nearest neighbor in-
teractions between Co and Gd, and is expected to increase TM (see Section 2.1.2). If interdiffusion
between the Gd and capping layer is more dominant, the magnetic moment of the Gd layer decreases
and we expect TM to decrease. To find which binary compound intermixes most, we experimentally
compared samples with different capping layers. These results are discussed in Section 5.2.1.

To theoretical support whether intermixing takes place, we derive an analytical expression for the
intermixing. Following Alonso et al.’s approach to describe the interdiffusion in terms of thermody-
namics, we used Fick’s first and second law [62, 63]. Fick’s first law of diffusion postulates that the net
flux of diffusing atoms is always in the opposite direction of the concentration gradient. For thin film
stacks this holds that the diffusion of atoms is primarily in the perpendicular direction to the surface
plane. We therefore use Fick’s second law of diffusion in one dimension for the time dependence of
the diffusion;

∂φ

∂t
= D

∂2φ

∂z2
, (2.21)

Where φ being the concentration and D the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing atoms. The solution to
this differential equation, for two interfacing metals with infinite layer thicknesses which are initially
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not intermixed, is given by [63]

φ(z, t) = φs

[
1− erf

(
z√
4Dt

)]
. (2.22)

Here φ(z, t) is the concentration at position z from the interface at time t, φs is the concentration for
which the free energy is minimal, and erf is the error function (defined as erf(x) = 2√

π

∫ x
0

exp
(
−q2

)
dq).

Figure 2.7 illustrates the concentration profile for different values of t. This ‘simple’ diffusion model
implies that φs = 0.5, and eventually the bilayer layer becomes a homogeneous distributed alloy.
Therefore, we remark that this is an oversimplified model that does not accurately describes the
intermixing of the thin films in our samples. However, the model does show a relationship between
diffusion coefficient and the intermixing rate.
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Figure 2.7: Concentration of atoms in a bilayer that initially where positioned left of the interface as
function of position (z) at different times after manufacturing, described by Equation 2.22. This is
a simplistic view of interdiffusion with the assumption that there initially is no intermixing and the
diffusion is symmetrical with respect to the interface, therefore φs = 0.5.

Using the Arrhenius relation we can write the diffusion coefficient in terms of thermodynamic vari-
ables; [63]

D = D0 exp

(
−∆H

kBT

)
. (2.23)

Here, D0 denotes a pre-exponential factor, ∆H the mixing enthalpy, and kB the Boltzmann constant.
Rather than determining the mixing enthalpy for each bilayer to determine the diffusion rate, Bertero
et al. based the measure of intermixing on binary phase diagrams. They stated that the presence of
a large number of intermetallic compounds of restricted solubility (i.e. the number of stable crystal
alloys with different compositions) suggest a large negative mixing enthalpy, and a large miscibility
gap (i.e. concentrations of the binary metals for which the metals form separate phases) indicates
large positive mixing enthalpy [64]. Following the reasoning of Bertero et al., we estimate the mixing
enthalpy based on the number of distinct intermetallic compounds of restricted solubility existing
for binary metals. These numbers for all interfacing metals discussed in our samples are listed in
Table 2.1. Based on these values, we expect Gd to intermix most with the Pt capping layer, and
least with the Ta capping layer. This finding is consistent with experimental observations that will
be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Compound # int. comp. Reference
CoGd 6 [65]
GdPt 8 [66]
GdAl 6 [65]
GdTa 0 [67]
CoPt 4 [65]
TaPt 2 [65]

Table 2.1: The number of intermetallic compounds (# int. comp.) per binary compound. These
numbers are determined from phase diagrams of the binary compounds. References to the phase
diagrams are listed in the third column.

In Equation 2.23 we also observe the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient. Because
the diffusion coefficient is larger at high temperature than at low temperature, intermixing is also
larger at high temperature. Therefore we can define an ‘effective time‘ as function of temperature;

teff. ∝ exp

(
−∆H

kBT

)
. (2.24)

This is used in Section 5.2 to interpret why our samples stored at low temperature have changed less
than samples stored at ambient for the same time period.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter we present the methods and equipment that were used to obtain the experimental
results discussed in this thesis. In the first section we introduce the fabrication process of our samples.
We continue in the second section with the methodology used to obtain the magnetic and structural
properties of these samples.

3.1 Sample fabrication (magnetron sputter deposition)

The samples used throughout this thesis consist of multiple ultra-thin metal films stacked upon
each other. Figure 3.1a shows a typical design of such a sample. Crystalline Boron doped Silicon
(Si:B) is used as substrate to deposit the thin films upon. The first thin film is a 4 nm thick Ta layer,
functioning as a seeding layer for the Pt on top of it. In the remainder of this thesis, we do not discuss
the Si:B substrate and the Ta(4nm) seeding layer, because we do not expect the Si:B|Ta(4nm) part
of our samples to have an spontaneous nor proximity induced magnetic moment, nor do we expect
this part of our samples to change over time. On top of the 4 nm thick Pt layer, the Co|Gd bilayer
is deposited. And finally, to protect the Gd layer from oxygen, a capping layer is deposited. We
used DC magnetron sputtering for the deposition of these thin films. This process is illustrated in
Figure 3.1b.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic cross-sectional view of the samples used in this thesis. Typical layer
thicknesses for the Co and Gd layers in this thesis are 1 nm and 3 nm, respectively. We used various
metals as capping layer, therefore the material of the top-layer is denoted with a X. (b) Schematic
view of DC magnetron sputter deposition. This illustration is a modified version obtained from [68].
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Before the deposition process starts, the substrate is cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an
ultrasound bath and then loaded into an ultra-high vacuum chamber. The pressure in this vacuum
chamber is typically in the order of ∼ 10−8 mbar. To start the deposition, pure inert argon (Ar) gas
is let into the sputter chamber, increasing the pressure to ∼ 10−2 mbar. With an applied voltage
between the target and anode ring, a Ar plasma with a power of 20 W is created. The high energetic
Ar+ ions bombard the target from which atoms are then ejected. When these target atoms reach the
sample, they condense to form a thin film. The grow rate of the thin films using these settings vary
per metal, on average this is in the order of 0.1 nm/s with an estimated uncertainty of 10%. It should
be noted that sputter deposition does not create smooth monolayers, a minimal film roughness of
a monolayer (∼ 0.3 nm) is expected. As a consequence, interfaces between different layers are not
ideally sharp upon manufacturing.

3.2 Measurement methods

Measurements of the magnetic moment are conducted using a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) utilizing techniques employed by a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The
SQUID-VSM is discussed first in this section. The other measuring methods are primarily used to
determine the compositional changes of our samples. These methods are introduced more briefly.

3.2.1 SQUID-VSM

Measurements of the magnetic moment using the VSM are based on Faraday’s law of induction, [69]

V = N
dΦ

dt
. (3.1)

This law states that a voltage V is induced by a change in magnetic flux dΦ
dt trough a coil with N

windings. Because the magnetic layers are ultra-thin, a SQUID is used to measure the extremely
small magnetic moments. The SQUID is based on superconducting coils containing Josephson junc-
tions that can measure individual flux quanta [70].

Further details of the setup are adapted from SQUID VSM User’s Manual [71]. Figure 3.2 illustrates
a simplified schematic of the SQUID-VSM setup. The superconducting detection coils are configured
as a second-order gradiometer (measuring the gradient in the magnetic field), with counter-wound
outer loops which make the set of coils non-responsive to uniform magnetic fields and linear mag-
netic field gradients. The detection coils only generate a current in response to local magnetic field
disturbances. With the assumption that the samples are much smaller than the dimensions of the
detection coils, the current in the detection coils is a function of the sample position. The vibration
of the sample by the VSM generates a voltage as function of time, given by

V (t) = AB2 sin2 (ωt), (3.2)

where A is a scaling factor for the magnetic moment, B the amplitude of the sample vibration, and
ω is the frequency of the sample vibration. The voltage related to this sample is then isolated using
lock-in amplifier techniques. With this setup the magnetic moment can be measured with an accuracy
of ∼ 0.1 nAm2.

The SQUID-VSM sample chamber has a number of heaters and thermometers attached to the outside.
The temperature module monitors report the sample temperature, and automatically controls the
power to the heaters to obtain the desired sample temperature. The sample can be heated this way,
up to 400 K. Cooling is achieved by drawing helium from the liquid helium tank into the annular space
around the sample chamber. By means of a vacuum pump, cold helium gas is drawn through the space
surrounding the sample chamber to cool the sample down to a minimum of 1.8 K. The magnetic field
in the SQUID-VSM is generated by a superconducting Niobium-Titanium (NbTi) solenoid mounted
on the outside of the cryogenic insert. This solenoid can generate a vertical magnetic field up to
5.6 MA/m in either up or down direction.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the SQUID-VSM. Figure obtained from [71].

When a sample is mounted with the surface normal parallel to the pick-up coils, we measure the
magnetic moment in out-of-plane direction. To do so, the sample is cut into a square shape of
4.5× 4.5 mm and then fixed into a polystyrene straw. When the sample is mounted with the surface
normal perpendicular to the pick-up coils, the in-plane magnetic moment is measured. This is done
by glueing the samples to a quartz sample holder. For this setup, the sample is cut into a rectangular
shape, roughly 3 × 5 mm, and placed with the long axis along the sample holder. This way, when
the shape anisotropy is dominant, the magnetic moment is perpendicular to the pick-up coils so that
we measure the full magnetic moment when no external field is applied. To calculate the magnetic
moment of our samples per unit area, we divide the measured magnetic moment by the surface area
of the sample. These surface areas are determined by photographing the samples on graph paper, and
analyse the images using ImageJ (FIJI) [72].

The signal induced by the sample in the gradiometer is converted into an estimated magnetic di-
pole moment. The conversion constant represents the coupling between the sample and the detection
coils and is dependent on the sample geometry. As a consequence, the shapes of the samples for in-
plane (out-of-plane) orientation have an additional ∼ 5% (∼ 3%) inaccuracy to the error determined
by the SQUID-VSM measurement software [73].

Figure 3.3 shows a typical hysteresis measurement of a sample. Without an external field, the
magnetization of the sample consist only of a spontaneous magnetic moment. With the application
of an external magnetic field, a field induced magnetic moment arises in paramagnetic materials
(e.g. Pt), and also a diamagnetic moment in all the materials [25]. Figure 3.3b shows these different
magnetic contributions for the measurement shown in Figure 3.3a. The paramagnetic moment is
essentially the same as a ferromagnetic moment without a coercivity field (because it has no spontan-
eous magnetization), the diamagnetic moment is oriented in opposite direction of the external field
and scales linearly with the external field strength [25]. Because we are interested in the spontaneous
magnetization of our thin-films (to compare with the model from Section 2.2), we subtract the para-
and diamagnetic moments from our measurements. In Chapter 4 we further discuss the methodology
used to obtain the spontaneous magnetic moment of our samples.
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(a)

FM moment, increasing �eld

FM moment, decreasing �eld

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Typical hysteresis loop measurement of a sample described in Section 3.1. (b) Plot of
the different magnetic types contributions to the magnetic moment in (a). The FM and PM moment
shown in (b) are obtained by fitting the measurement from (a) using the Jiles-Atherton model [74],
and the diamagnetic moment is obtained by linearly fitting the high field dependence of the magnetic
moment.

3.2.2 Anomalous Hall Effect and electrical resistance measurements

To explain the methodology of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE), we followed the description of this
effect from Lalieu [68]. The AHE describes the phenomenon in which a transverse Hall voltage is
generated when an electrical current I is sent through a magnetic conducting material. In case of an
out-of-plane magnetized thin film in the presence of an external field Hz, the measured Hall voltage
VH can be written as

VH = Iµ0 (λOHEHz + λAHEMz) , (3.3)

where λOHE is the ordinary Hall coefficient resulting from the Lorentz force, and λAHE is the anomal-
ous Hall coefficient. The first term on the right hand side is the ordinary Hall voltage, and scales with
the out-of-plane component of the applied field. The second term corresponds to the anomalous Hall
voltage, that scales linearly with the out-of-plane component of the magnetization Mz. Equation 3.3
shows that the anomalous Hall voltage can be used to measure the out-of-plane magnetization in a
thin film. The microscopic origin of the AHE is still not fully understood. The current understanding
includes intrinsic Berry phase effects as well as extrinsic scattering effects like side jump and skew
scattering. For an in-depth review on the AHE the reader is referred to [75].

To conduct the measurements, we wire-bond connectors to the surface of the sample to connected a
current source and a voltage meter. Figure 3.4a illustrates the geometry of the wire-bond connectors
to the sample. The Hall resistance (RH = VH/I), is measured by sending a 0.1 mA current from
connector B to A (electrons move in opposite direction of the current), and measure the Hall voltage
VH between connectors D and C. For each data point we averaged over 10 measurements. Figure 3.4b
show a typical result of such a Hall resistance measurement. The electrical resistivity measurements,
discussed in Appendix C, are measured between connectors A and B with the build in resistivity
measurement function of the Keithley 2400 multimeter [76] using a 0.1 mA current source.

In order to conduct the AHE resistance and electrical resistance measurements systematically over a
longer time-period (75 days), we automated the measurements using a program written with LabWin-
dows/CVI (2015). With a small program we executed a series of 10 measurements every two hours.
From each measurement, we determined the coercivity field (HC) and the AHE resistance (RAHE).
The observed values from measurement series are averaged using standard deviation equations [77].
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic illustration of wire-bond connectors (A, B, C and D) to a sample for AHE
and electrical resistance measurements. The figure also illustrates the Hall effect; the blue electron
moves from connector A to D when a current I is applied between connectors A and B and the
sample has an out-of-plane magnetization, this induces a potential VH between connectors C and D.
(b) Typical Hall resistance measurement, with the indications of the coercivity field (HC), and the
resistance associated with the ordinary Hall effect (ROHE) and the anomalous Hall effect (RAHE).

3.2.3 X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is a common method to characterize the structure of thin films [78, 79].
Depending on the roughness of the material, X-rays are scattered coherently or diffusively from the
surface. As the X-rays also penetrate in the material, each interface gives rise to surface scattering.
Therefore, there are also reflections from interfacing layers beneath the surface. This allows to meas-
ure the interface roughnesses of the surface, and of the interfaces beneath the surface.

We conducted the measurement using a PanAlytical X’pert PRO MRD X-ray diffractometer [80].
The obtained results are fitted with a model containing x-ray scattering densities, thicknesses, and
roughnesses of all layers using the freeware GenX X-ray reflectivity analysis suite [81]. Because the
density of X-ray scattering centers (electrons) varies per material, we obtain a representation of the
sample composition [82]. For more information on the measurement technique, we refer the reader
to the article “X-ray thin-film measurement techniques” [83].

3.2.4 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to determine the surface roughness of our samples. AFM is
a scanning probe microscopy method that measures the force between a tip attached to a cantilever
and the surface of a sample. The tip is brought to a distance close enough that the atomic forces
from the sample surface (e.g. van der Waals forces) deflect the cantilever [84]. The displacement of
the cantilever is measured as a function of tip position relative to the sample. From this we obtain
a roughness profile of the sample’s surface. For more information on the principles of AFM we refer
the reader to [85].

The AFM measurements are conducted with a Bruker Dimension Edge AFM [86] and analysed
using Gwyddion [87]. We scanned 1 × 1 µm squared areas at a rate of 0.2 Hz, using a high-quality
tip (with a size of 3 nm), operated in ‘tapping-mode’. This setup has a vertical noise-floor smaller
than 50 pm [86]. The results of these measurements are discussed in Appendix D.
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Chapter 4

Probing methods to obtain M̃s(T )

For the characterization of the magnetization of thin film Pt|Co|Gd, we introduced a model in Sec-
tion 2.2. To evaluate how the model compares with experimental observations, we want to measure
M̃s(T ) of this trilayer. In this chapter we discuss how we can obtain M̃s(T ) using the methods in-
troduced in Section 3.2.1. The first section of this chapter discusses the field dependence at different
temperatures of the magnetic moment using hysteresis loops. These measurements give insight in
the magnetic state of the sample, for example whether the magnetization is saturated at certain field
strengths. In the second section, we discuss different methods to obtain M̃s(T ).

The goal is to have control over the magnetic properties of the thin film Pt|Co|Gd stack by en-
gineering the composition, so that for example TM or TA can be tuned to a desired temperature.
TM is (in contrast to TA) a property that we directly can observe from measuring M̃s(T ), and is
therefore a temperature of interest. Pham et al. and Lalieu et al. found in previous studies that
TM for Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) is approximately 110 ± 10 K [47, 22]. Therefore, the experimental res-
ults in this chapter are based on Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) and Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)-
|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) samples, in the temperature range between 5 K and RT. The influence of the
different capping layers on the magnetic properties are discussed in the next chapter. These samples
are manufactured with sputter deposition as described in Section 3.1. The measurements of the
magnetic moment are conducted with the VSM-SQUID, which is introduced in Section 3.2.1.

4.1 Field sweep measurements

To deduce the magnetic properties of our samples, we first discuss the results of out-of-plane field
sweep measurements at three different temperatures; at RT (300 K), 175 K, and at 10 K. Figure 4.1a
shows a detailed view of the hysteresis loop at RT. The field sweep measurement shows an easy axis
hysteresis loop, indicating the sample has PMA. M̃s at RT is determined to be 0.54 ± 0.05 mA.
However, for a Co(1nm) layer, M̃s is expected to be 1.02 mA at RT (determined by using the
critical exponent equation and parameters determined from a Pt|Co(1nm)|Pt sample). The difference

between the expected M̃s for a Co(1nm) layer and the observed M̃s for our Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) sample
implies that the Gd(3nm) layer has a magnetic moment of ∼ 0.5 mA AF coupled to the magnetization
of the Co layer. This finding is similar to the findings from previous work [22, 47]. The orange curve in

Figure 4.1b displays the hysteresis loop at 175 K, the result is almost a horizontal line at M̃s ≈ 0 mA.
This very small magnetic moment of the sample indicates the presence of TM near 175 K. In the same
figure, the blue curve is a hysteresis loop measured at 10 K. M̃s at this temperature is determined
from the magnetic moment at high field (H > 1.5 MA/m), at 2.9± 0.1 mA. This is in fair agreement
with the expectation for Ms,Gd −Ms,Co at 10 K determined for Pt|Co(1nm)|Pt and Pt|Gd(3nm)|Pt
separately, at 2.6±0.4 mA. The slanted curve indicate a field sweep measurement along the hard axis
(perpendicular to the easy axis) of the sample. From this observation, we conclude that the effective
anisotropy has transformed from PMA at RT, to in-plane anisotropy (IPA) at 10 K. Following the
theory discussed in Section 2.1.1, this transformation of effective anisotropy originates from the
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increase in Ms with decreasing temperature, and the dependence of the shape anisotropy on Ms.
Another observation in Figure 4.1c, is the remanence of the out-of-plane magnetization (M⊥). This
remanence is further discussed in the next section.

(a)

Temp.:

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Out-of-plane field sweep measurements of Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm). (a)
shows the hysteresis loop at RT. (b) shows the hysteresis loops for RT, 175 K and 10 K for which the

difference in M̃s becomes visible. (c) is a zoom-in of the hysteresis loop at 10 K.

To obtain the hysteresis of the samples at low temperature, we measured the magnetization as function
of external field in the in-plane direction. Figure 4.2 shows an in-plane field-sweep measurement at
5 K. The observed easy-axis hysteresis loop confirms the IPA at low temperature. However, the
magnetic moment is not found to saturate in the measurement. This high magnetic field dependence
of M̃s originate from the canting of ~Ms,Co and ~Ms,Gd with respect to each other. In Section 2.1.1
we discussed that the magnetization tends to align with external magnetic fields in order to lower
the Zeeman energy. However, the magnetic moment of Co and Gd want to align anti-parallel (due
to the AF coupling). If the external magnetic field becomes large enough to break the antiparallel

alignment of ~MCo and ~MGd, but is not large enough to align them both parallel to the external
magnetic field, the spins rotate to a certain angle with respect to each other and with a certain angle
to the external field direction [88, 89, 90]. This phenomenon is called a spin-flop transition, and
have been observed before in Co|Gd multilayers at temperatures beneath 200 K and fields as low

as 80 kA/m [91, 89]. When the external field does becomes large enough to align both ~Ms,Co and
~Ms,Gd parallel to the external field, the Co|Gd bilayer reaches a ferromagnetic state. In the inset

of Figure 4.2 this transformation from ferrimagnetic state to ferromagnetic state is visualized. It is
notable that M̃s at an external field strength of 3.2 MA/m is 8.3 mA, which is close to the expected

M̃s for the ferromagnetic state of the Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) bilayer when using bulk values for Ms,0,Co
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Gd

Co

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: In-plane hysteresis loop of the sample at 5 K. The large field dependence of the magnetic
moment is primarily visible in (a). The inset in (a) visualizes the possible spin-flop transition (note
that this is an artistic impression; the Co|Gd bilayer is shown in a cross-sectional view with the
magnetization drawn in out-of-plane direction, however in reality the magnetization is in-plane). (b)
is a zoom-in of (a) around smaller fields which visualizes the hysteresis of the field sweep.

and Ms,0,Gd, i.e. 7.7 mA.

In conclusions from the discussed measurements; we obtained values for M̃s at RT and 10 K, and
found that TM is close to 175 K; we observed an induced magnetization in the paramagnetic state of
Gd in proximity to Co; we found that the effective anisotropy transforms from PMA at RT to IPA at
10 K; and we observed spin-flop transitions at low temperatures for in-plane applied magnetic fields.
These observations are used to interpret the measurements presented in the next section, where we
discuss methods to measure M̃s(T ).

4.2 Temperature sweep measurements

To compare the model that we derived in Section 4.2a with experimental observations of the magnet-
ization of Pt|Co|Gd samples, we want to obtain M̃s(T ). In this section we motivate the methodology
we used to compare the model with a combination of in-plane and out-of-plane temperature sweep
measurements without an applied external magnetic field. To do so, we discuss the different methods
we have tested.

The first method we discuss, is by conducting field sweep measurements at different temperatures.
An example of such a measurement is shown in Figure 4.3. A benefit of this method is that for each
measured temperature the external field dependence can be used to deduce magnetic properties as
done in Section 4.1. However, a drawback of this method is the duration of the measurement series.
A single detailed field sweep measurement takes approximately 1.5 hours, and therefore a measure-
ment series as shown in Figure 4.3 occupies a full day. For measurements with more temperatures
we therefore used temperature sweep measurements.

During a temperature sweep measurement, we continuously measure the magnetic moment while
changing the temperature. This can be done for in- or out-of-plane orientation, with or without an
external field, and while slowly increasing or decreasing the temperature. We first discuss the out-of-
plane temperature sweep measurements. Figure 4.4a shows an out-of-plane unbiased (i.e. without an
external magnetic field) measurement while cooling down the sample (blue curve) and while heating
the sample (orange curve). At the zero crossing of Ms(T ), we observe TM at 176.5 ± 0.5 K. When
cooling down further, close to 100 K, the out-of-plane magnetization (M⊥) sharply decreases. This
is the temperature at which the shape anisotropy overcomes the interfacial anisotropy, changing the
effective anisotropy from out-of-plane to in-plane. Close to the transition from PMA to IPA, the mag-
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Figure 4.3: Ms plotted as function of temperature for a Pt(4)Co(1)Gd(3)Pt(4) sample. For each
point the saturation magnetization is determined from a field sweep measurement. At Ms = 0 A we
obtain TM , this is at approximately 175 K in this measurement.

netization changes from a single-domain to a multi-domain state, therefore M⊥ does not completely
vanish. This is confirmed by the in-plane measurement discussed shortly. At ∼ 80 K, M⊥ becomes
zero. From in-plane measurements, shown in Figure 4.5a, we have found that the magnetization at
this temperature has completely transformed to an easy-plane parallel to the surface of the sample.
M⊥ increases once again below ∼ 25 K, this non-zero magnetic moment in the out-of-plane direction
is also observed in the out-of-plane hysteresis loop (indicated by the remanence in Figure 4.1c). It is
possible that this originates from a ‘spontaneous’ spin-flop transition induced by the internal fields of
the Co|Gd bilayer. This theory is supported by the fact that we did not observed a clear threshold field
strength to induce the spin-flop transitions. The orange curve in Figure 4.4a shows M⊥(T ) measured
during heating of the sample. Before the measurement, we applied an external field of 3.2 MA/m in
out-of-plane direction for a short period of time at 5 K. We expect that the external magnetic field
(temporary) enhanced the angle between ~MCo and ~MGd, and is the origin for the increase of M⊥
at 5 K (to 0.13 ± 0.01 mA). During heating M⊥ then decreases in the interval 5 < T < 100 K, at

which is assumed the angle between ~MCo and ~MGd has decreased. At temperatures above ∼ 100 K,
the absolute value of M(T ) is smaller than |M̃s(T )| (which is presumed to be measured from the
decreasing temperature sweep). Therefore we conclude that the magnetization relaxes back into a
multi-domain state when heating the sample from ∼ 100 K to RT.

To measure the magnetization of the samples in out-of-plane orientation below ∼ 100 K, we con-
ducted the same temperature sweep measurements with a bias field of 0.8 MA/m to saturate the
magnetization in out-of-plane direction. Figure 4.4b shows a decreasing temperature sweep (blue)
and an increasing temperature sweep (orange) with a 0.8 MA/m out-of-plane bias field applied during
the measurement. After the net magnetization reversal, i.e. when crossing TM , a certain threshold of
the net magnetization has to be overcome before realignment with the bias-field. This thermal hys-
teresis is visible in the inset-figure of Figure 4.4b. Where M̃s(T ) from the increasing and decreasing

temperature sweeps cross and M̃s = 0, we obtain TM at 177 ± 1 K. This result is consistent with
the observation from the unbiased decreasing temperature sweep. After the effective anisotropy has
transformed from out-of-plane to in-plane, the angle between the effective anisotropy and external
magnetic field induces a precession of the magnetization [92, 93]. This motion results in large fluctu-
ations in M⊥, and therefore M⊥ becomes unmeasurable. Note that for this reason the temperature
in the measurement presented in Figure 4.4b starts at a temperature of 80 K.
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Figure 4.4: Continuous M̃s measurements during temperature sweeps with without an external ap-
plied field, sub-figure (a), and with an external field of 0.8 MA/m, figure (b). M(T ) for both the
decreasing temperature sweep, from RT to 5 K (blue), and increasing temperature sweep, 5 K to RT
(orange), have been measured.

From previous results we obtain that M̃s(T ) cannot be determined from out-of-plane temperature

sweep measurements alone. To obtain M̃s(T ) at low temperature (< 100 K) we need in-plane meas-
urements of the magnetic moment. Figure 4.5a shows in- and out-of-plane unbiased field sweep
measurements. Around 100 K both M⊥ and M‖ become very small in the unbiased measurement,
indicating a multi-domain state at that temperature. At 5 K M‖ is determined at 2.85± 0.02 mA, in

agreement with M̃s determined by the in-plane hysteresis loop (Figure 4.2b). Therefore, we conclude

that we obtain M̃s(T ) for the unbiased in-plane temperature sweep measurements at low temperature
(<∼ 80 K). Figure 4.5b shows the same measurements with a 0.8 MA/m bias field. M⊥ remains
zero between RT and ∼ 220 K, indicating that the interface anisotropy from the Pt|Co interface is
strong enough to retain the PMA. Where we observed a multi-domain state for the unbiased meas-
urement around 100 K, the external field of the biased measurement saturates the magnetization in
the direction of the external magnetic field. At low temperature however, T <∼ 100 K, the magnetic
moment exceeds the expected value of M̃s of the ferrimagnetic state, presumably originating from
a spin-flop state. These observations imply that we need both in- and out-of-plane, cooling down,
unbiased temperature sweep measurements to obtain M̃s between 5 K and RT, with the exclusion of
a temperature region where the magnetization is in a multi-domain state (∼ 80 < T < 110 K).
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Figure 4.5: In- and out-of-plane decreasing temperature (300 K to 5 K) measurements of the mag-
netic moment of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) sample. Measurements in (a) are without
bias fields, measurements in (b) with an external field of 0.8 MA/m. (a) includes a sketch of the
magnetization of the Co and Gd layers.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed various methods to measure the magnetic moment of our samples.
From these measurements; we have observed an induced magnetization in the paramagnetic state
of Gd in proximity to Co; we found that the effective anisotropy transforms from PMA to IPA
when crossing ∼ 100 K from ‘high’ to ‘low’ temperature; and we presumably have observed spin-flop
transitions at 5 K for in-plane external applied magnetic fields. In conclusion to find a method to
measure M̃s(T ) in the temperature range 5 K to RT, we determined to need the combination of both
unbiased cooling measurements of the magnetic moment in in-plane orientation, as in out-of-plane
orientation. Because close to the temperature at which the effective anisotropy changes from PMA
to IPA the magnetization changes to a multi-domain state, we cannot measure M̃s(T ) with these
unbiased measurements in the temperature range ∼ 80 < T < 110 K.
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Chapter 5

Thin-film Pt|Co|Gd preservation

In the previous chapter we discussed the methodology to obtain the saturation magnetization of the
Pt|Co|Gd trilayer as function of temperature. While conducting the discussed measurements, we
observed that the magnetic properties of this trilayer change significantly within days. We expect
that these changes are linked to compositional changes in our samples. In Section 2.3 two possible
causes of compositional changes are discussed; redox reactions between Gd and oxygen, and diffusive
processes between the metal layers (e.g. intermixing). In this chapter we experimentally determine if
these compositional changes cause the observed changes in the magnetization of our samples.

The experiments in the previous chapter are conducted on Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|X samples,
with X being the capping layer. We demonstrated how the magnetic compensation temperature (TM )
can be determined from unbiased out-of-plane magnetic moment measurements. However, the aspect
of time is not yet considered in these methods. We have found that when measuring the same sample
multiple times with a certain time interval in between, we observe different values of TM . Figure 5.1
shows two measurements of the magnetization of a sample with a Pt(4nm) capping layer with 9 days
in between. These measurements show that TM has decreased from 200 K to 175 K within 9 days.
To find the origin of these changes, we conduct experiments on the same sample configuration as in
the previous chapter, but with various metals and thicknesses for the capping layer.

To trace the change of the samples over time, we conducted measurements over a longer time-period.
The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and electrical resistance measurements were most convenient for
continuous ‘long-duration’ measurements. In Section 3.2.2 we discussed the methodology of the
AHE and electrical resistance measurements, and discuss how these measurements are systematically
executed. We conducted these measurements for a time period of 75 days at ambient conditions.
The electrical resistance measurements are discussed in Appendix C. These results show a time
dependence, however, we have found that these measurements are very sensitive to environmental
conditions (e.g. temperature and background light). The AHE resistance measurements are less
sensitive to the environmental conditions. Figure 5.2 shows the measured anomalous Hall resistance
(RAHE) of a 75 days time period. From Equation 3.3 we know that RAHE is proportional to Ms.
Because at RT, MCo is larger than MGd, our observed decrease of Ms(RT) over time is an indication
that MGd decays with an decreasing exponent over time. For the AHE resistance this yields that its
time dependence can be described by

RAHE = R∞ −R∆ exp

(
− t
τ

)
, (5.1)

where R∞ is the final AHE resistance, R∆ is the change in resistance between the initial AHE
resistance and R∞ ,and τ the characteristic timescale of the change. We have fitted the experimental
results with Equation 5.1 to quantify the change in resistance. From the fit we obtain that the
resistance has changed (R∆/R∞) 6%, with a characteristical timescale (τ) of 9 days.
From these measurements we could not determine the origin of the change. Therefore, we explicitly
investigate the oxidation hypothesis in the following section.
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Figure 5.1: Measurements of the same sample with a time period of 9 days in between. The first
measurement is conducted directly after manufacturing (blue), the second one after the sample has
been stored for 9 days at ambient conditions (orange).
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Figure 5.2: Anomalous Hall resistance (RAHE) of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) sample as
function of time after the sample has been manufactured. The resistance is fitted with Equation 5.1.

5.1 Oxidation

From literature it is known that the root mean square surface roughness (δRMS) of a closed Pt(2nm)
layer on top of a Co film is 0.12 nm, and that oxidation of the Co film increases the RMS surface
roughness to 0.45 nm [57]. Because oxidized Gd (GdOx) has a δRMS of 0.69 nm [58], we expect that
oxidation of the Gd layer also increases the surface roughness of our samples with a Pt(4nm) capping
layer. For a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) sample two months after fabrication, we obtained
δRMS to be 0.13± 0.01 nm. This result is consistent with the findings of Kuhrau et al. for δRMS of a
closed Pt film, showing no pinholes that leave parts of the Gd film uncovered. Therefore, we expect
that oxidation is not the cause of the significant changes in the magnetization discussed earlier. The
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more detailed analyses of the AFM results are discussed in Appendix D.

To verify these results, we also compared the magnetic properties of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|-
Pt(4nm) sample that has been cut in two parts, for which one part is stored in a vacuum vault at
1 × 10−2 mbar for 9 days, and the other stored in open air for the same duration. According to
Moore and Lee, the oxidation rate is logarithmically dependent on oxygen pressure [94]. Therefore,
the vacuum stored sample is expected to be a factor 1.5 less oxidized than the sample stored in open
air. Figure 5.3 shows the results of this experiment. The similar changes of M⊥(T ) for both samples
after 9 days (the green and orange curves in Figure 5.3) confirm that oxidation is not the cause of
the significant changes in the magnetization that we observe.

It has to be noted that the sample which is stored at ambient conditions had been measured more
often within those 9 days. During the measurements the sample is cooled down. In terms of intermix-
ing this affects the effective time at which the sample has been at RT (as described in Section 2.3.2
by Equation 2.24), which is approximately 7 days. In the next section it becomes clear that this is
why the sample stored at ambient conditions changed less then the sample stored in vaccuum at RT
during the 9 days.

Figure 5.3: Out-of-plane unbiased M(T ) measurements. The blue curve is a measurement directly
after manufacturing the sample, the orange curve is measurement data of a piece of the same sample
after 9 days* at ambient conditions, and the green curve is a measurement of a piece of the same
sample after being stored for 9 days in vaccuum.
* During the storage-time the sample stored at ambient conditions has been cooled down multiple
times to conduct measurements.
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5.2 Intermixing

The second hypothesis we test as a cause of the changing magnetic properties over time, is inter-
mixing. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, we expect that intermixing between the Gd and capping layer
effects the magnetic moment of the Gd layer. Diffusion is thermodynamically driven, therefore we
test this hypothesis by determining the change in M⊥(T ) after annealing a sample. As discussed in
Section 2.3.2, the storage of a sample at an increased temperature would increase the ‘effective age’
of the sample. Figure 5.4 shows an out-of-plane unbiased measurement of the magnetic moment as
function of temperature for a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) sample after it has been annealed
at 100 °C (373 K) in vacuum (∼ 1× 10−2 mbar) for 90 min. The sample has been annealed directly
after manufacturing and is measured directly after annealing. At RT the magnetic moment is de-
termined to be 0.72±0.04 mA, which is much larger than the 0.3±0.1 mA observed for samples that
not have been annealed, and closer to the magnetic moment expected of the Co(1nm) layer (which is

1.02 mA). Another observation is that the state of magnetic compensation (M̃s = 0) does not exist
in the temperature range from 5 to 300 K. These observations indicate that the annealing process
has decreased the magnetic moment in the Gd layer to such extend that TM < 5 K. Intermixing
of Co and Gd is believed to increase the magnetization of the Gd layer (discussed in Section 2.3.2),
we therefore conclude that the decreased magnetic moment of the Gd layer originates mainly from
thermodynamically driven intermixing between the Gd and the capping layer.

Figure 5.4: Out-of-plane unbiased M(T ) measurement of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm)
sample after it has been annealed at 100 °C (373 K) in vacuum for 90 minutes.

A more common method used to evaluate interfaces between thin films is X-ray reflectivity (XRR).
The principles of XRR are briefly discussed in Section 3.2.3. Figure 5.5 shows the scattering length
profile of a Ta(4nm)|Pt(4nm)|Co(10nm)|Gd(10nm)|Pt(10) sample obtained from the analysis of an
XRR measurement directly after the fabrication of the sample (this result is courtesy of Y.L.W. van
Hees). This density of X-ray scattering centers (electrons) varies per material, and therefore gives
a visual representation of the sample composition. In order to determine the difference between
intermixed and pure metals, the thickness of the top Co, Gd and Pt layers have been chosen thicker
than the samples discussed earlier. The results suggest a large intermixing between the Gd and the Pt
capping layer, as the Gd|Pt interface roughness is fitted at ∼ 5 nm. The interface roughness of Co|Gd
is fitted at ∼ 1.5 nm, also of significant impact on the samples discussed in this thesis. However,
it has been reported that films with different thickness have different surface roughness [95]. It
therefore should be noted that these observed values of roughness between Co|Gd or Gd|Pt should
not necessarily apply to samples with thinner layers. Interfaces between the Ta|Pt|Co layers in
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contrast show less intermixing in the measurement.

Figure 5.5: Scattering length profile of a Ta(4nm)|Pt(4nm)|Co(10nm)|Gd(10nm)|Pt(10) sample ob-
tained by fitting XRR data. Colors with corresponding material abbreviations represent regions
where the particular material is dominant. The roughness of the interfaces in nm is indicated at each
interface. Figure is courtesy of YL.W. van Hees.

Both the measurement of the magnetic moment as function of temperature of the annealed sample and
the XRR measurement of the Ta(4nm)|Pt(4nm)|Co(10nm)|Gd(10nm)|Pt(10) sample indicated that
intermixing between the Gd and capping layer is dominant. This conclusion explains the observed
time-dependence in magnetic properties of our samples. In the following section, we discuss how the
different metals used as capping layer influences the change of magnetic properties of the Pt|Co|Gd
stack.

5.2.1 Capping layers

The results so far suggest that the sample instability is dominated by the intermixing of the Gd layer
with the capping layer. In order to find a capping layer that preserves the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer best, we
refer to Section 2.3.2. There, we discuss how the magnitude of thermodynamically driven intermixing
can be estimated from the number of different intermetallic compounds there are from two metals.
From the values listed in Table 2.1 we expected that Co|Gd (which has 6 intermetallic compounds)
would intermix much faster than Gd|Ta (for which no intermetallic compound is known). However,
the annealed Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) showed a reduced magnetic moment in the Gd
layer. This is an indication that the interface between the capping and Gd layer is the most unstable
for our samples.

In order to research what metal functions best as capping layer, we determined the magnetic proper-
ties as function of time for Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|X samples with four different capping layers
(X); Pt(2nm), Pt(4nm), Al(4nm) and Ta(4nm). From the theory discussed in Section 2.3.2 we ex-
pect that most intermixing occurs between Gd-Pt, followed by Gd-Al, and least intermixing occurs
between Gd-Ta. Figure 5.6 shows TM (a) and M̃s at RT (b) for these samples as function of time.

With the same reasoning as for Equation 5.1, both properties (TM and M̃s(RT)) are fitted with an
exponential equation:

TM (t) = TM,∞ + ∆TM exp

(
− t

τT

)
, (5.2)

M̃s,RT(t) = M̃s,RT,∞ + ∆M̃s,RT exp

(
− t

τM

)
. (5.3)

Where TM,∞ (M̃s,RT,∞) is the final magnetization compensation temperature (saturation magnet-

ization) at RT, ∆TM (δM̃s,RT) the change of the quantity, τT is the characteristic timescale of the
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changes in TM , and τM the characteristic timescale of the changes in M̃s,RT. Initially TM is the same
for the samples with different capping layers (∼ 200 K), therefore we can conclude that the majority
of the intermixing occurs after deposition. ∆TM for the Ta(4nm) capped sample is only a third of
∆TM for the Pt(4nm) capped samples (25 K compared to 73 K). The intermixing reaction between
Gd and Al is fastest (τ = 12 days), while this is slowest for Ta (τ = 27.5 days). The observation
of ∆TM for the different capping layers is in agreement with the theory discussed in Section 2.3.2.
However, the fit values of τT indicate that Al has the fastest intermixing reaction with Gd. Also,
the values of TM,∞ for 4 nm capping layers (177 K for Ta(4nm), 155 K for Al(4nm), and 123 K for
Ta(4nm)) indicate that when the sample does not further intermix, the magnetic moment of the Gd
layer at TM is equal to the magnetic moment in the Co layer. We therefore expect that the Gd layers
do not fully intermix with the 4 nm thick capping layers.

In the results of the Pt(2nm) capped samples we notice that TM vanishes after ∼ 70 days, and

at the same time M̃s(RT) exceeds the expected magnetic moment of a 1 nm Co film (marked with
the dashed line at 1.02 mA). An explanation for this observation could be that the Pt intermixes with
the Gd in such an extent that Pt atoms reach the Co|Gd interface. This would break the antiferro-
magnetic coupling between Co and Gd atoms, and via the Pt atoms the proximity induced magnetic
moment in the intermixed Gd layer could be ferromagnetically coupled to the Co layer.
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Figure 5.6: (a) TM as function of time for different capping layers on a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)

stack. (b) M̃s at RT over time of the same samples. The dashed line in (b) is the expected magnetic
moment of a Co(1nm) thin film.

5.3 Summary and outlook

In conclusion to the observed rapid changes of the magnetic properties of our samples, we have found
their origin to be intermixing between the Gd and capping layer. We have tested the oxidation hy-
pothesis and have found that oxidation does not (significantly) affect our samples. As expected by
the theory discussed in Section 2.3.2, we have found that Gd intermixes most with Pt and least with
Ta. In the scope of this project, we therefore conclude that Ta(4nm) is the best capping layer of
the capping layers we have compared. With this conclusion, we continue the research to the mag-
netic characteristics of Pt|Co|Gd in the next chapter with samples that have a Ta(4nm) capping layer.

However, for preservation of the Pt|Co|Gd stack in applications, we conclude that the sample with
a Ta(4nm) capping layer is not stable enough. Because samples with a Ta(4nm) capping layer that
have been exposed to a temperature of 400 K for 90 minutes also show a significant reduction in
the magnetization of the Gd layer due to intermixing of Gd with Ta. Therefore we recommend a
continuation of this research.
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Chapter 6

Thin-film Pt|Co|Gd magnetic
characteristics

In the Introduction and in Section 2.2 we motivated the research to TA of the Pt|Co|Gd stack. There-
fore, we derived an analytical expression for TA, based on a model that describes the magnetization of
a Co|Gd bilayer (Equation 2.19). With the knowledge of the compositional changes of the Pt|Co|Gd|X
stacks with time (Chapter 5), and the methodology to obtain the saturation magnetization as function
of temperature (Chapter 4), the model is compared to experimental observations in this chapter.

The experimental results that are discussed in this chapter are based on a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)
sample with a Ta(4nm) capping layer, where the measurements are carried out on the same day as
the fabrication of the sample. Following the procedures as explained in Chapter 4, we used in- and
out-of-plane unbiased cool-down measurements of the magnetization to obtain M̃s(T ) between 5 K

and RT, with the exclusion of M̃s between 80 and 110 K because of a multi-domain state. The in-
and out-of-plane measurements (shown in Figure 4.5a) are combined using Pythagoras:

M̃s(T ) =
M‖(T ) +M⊥(T )∣∣M‖(T ) +M⊥(T )

∣∣ ·√M‖(T )
2

+M⊥(T )
2
. (6.1)

In the next section the model is qualitatively compared to the experimental observations of M̃s(T )
by fitting the measurement.

6.1 Fit of experimental data

In Figure 6.1a the measured M̃s(T ) is plotted in blue and the fit of the model from Section 2.2
is plotted in orange. The fit result corresponds well with the data for T > 50 K, including the
temperatures close to TM and RT. Below 50 K the model deviates from the experimentally determined
M̃s(T ). We expect that at these low temperatures the Gd layer also has a spontaneous magnetization.
This is further discussed in Appendix E.

The fit of the experimental is carried out using the differential evolution method [96]. This method is
stochastic in nature (does not use gradient methods) to find the optimal fit, and can search large areas
of candidate space. Therefore this method is more suitable to fit the model with many parameters,
and is less likely to converge in a ‘local minimum’ [97]. To fit the model, we used fixed parameters for
the critical exponent equation that describes the magnetization of the Co layer. These parameters
are based on measurements of a Pt|Co(1nm)|Pt sample, listed in Table 6.1a. In Table 6.1b the fitted
parameters are listed; the thickness of the Co layer and the parameters of the proximity model used
to describe the magnetization in the Gd layer.
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Figure 6.1: (a) M̃s(T ) determined from in- and out-of-plane measurements (blue), and a fit of M̃s(T )
with the model discussed in Section 2.2 (orange). (b) The different components of the total fit are
plotted in dashed lines; the magnetic moment of the Co layer described by the critical exponent
equation (M̃s,Co,crit., the green curve), and the proximity induced magnetic moment in the Gd layer

described with the proximity model (M̃Gd,prox., the purple purple curve).

Fixed parameter Value
Ms,0,Co 1.4 MA/m
TC,Co 550 K
βCo 0.4

(a)

Fit parameter Value Expected value
dCo 1.31 nm 1 nm
dGd 2.96 nm 3 nm
Jexχ -5.78 -1.5
ξ0 3.21 nm·K1/2 -

(b)

Table 6.1: Parameters of the fitted model. In (a) the fixed parameters and values are listed, in (b)
the fitted parameters, their values, and their expected values are listed.

To qualitatively verify the model, we discuss the fitted parameters. dCo is fitted at 30% larger than
expected. Considering 10% uncertainty in thickness from sputter-deposition and the fact that the
induced magnetic moment in the Pt layer beneath the Co layer is neglected (which is estimated at
4% of MCo for a 1 nm Co film), the fitted value is still 16% off. We expect that this error originates
from the underestimation of Ms,0,Co. dGd is fitted at only 4% deviation from its expected value, well
within the uncertainty of the thickness from sputter-deposition alone.

The magnetic moment in Gd at the interface is given by mCoJexχ (Equation 2.12). Therefore,
the value of Jexχ suggest that the magnetic moment of Gd at the interface is 5.78 times larger than
the moment of Co. At 0 K this would be 3.6 times higher than the bulk value for Ms,0,Gd. Although
the proximity induced magnetic moment could be larger than Ms,0,Gd for bulk, this is more likely
due to an over-simplified description of the magnetization by the model. A suggested improvement of
the model is therefore to constrain MGd(x, T ) to Ms,0,Gd. The fitted value for ξ0 is correlated to the
value of Jexχ, this should be taken into account when considering its obtained value. In Figure 6.2a
ξ as function of T (Equation 2.11) is plotted. At RT we find ξ to be 0.19 nm, which is roughly 2/3 of
a mono-layer of Gd [98], and at 5 K ξ is determined at 1.44 nm, half of the Gd thickness. Figure 6.2b
illustrates the profile of the absolute value of the magnetization in the Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm) bilayer at
different temperatures. This figure displays the effect of the temperature on the proximity induced
magnetization.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Plot of ξ(T ) for the obtained value of ξ0. (b) Profile of the absolute value of the
magnetization as function of position normal to the Co|Gd interface at 4 different temperatures;
RT, TM , 50 K, and at 5 K. Note that Co and Gd are AF coupled and the magnetization direction is
therefore in opposite direction, for the visualization of the magnetization magnitude we used absolute
values of MCo and MGd. The dashed line denotes the expected value of Ms,0,Co (1.4 MA/m), and
the dotted denotes the expected value of Ms,0,Gd for bulk (2.1 MA/m).

The above results show that the model fits the experimental observations of M̃s(T ) well at the tem-
perature range of interest, i.e. between TM and RT. Therefore, these results support the expressions
for TM and TA (Equations 2.17 and 2.19) derived in Section 2.2. However, the fitted value of Jexχ is
an indication that the model is an oversimplified description of the actual induced magnetization.

6.2 Summary and outlook

Using the results from Chapters 4 and 5, we determined M̃s(T ) of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)

sample with a Ta(4nm) capping layer. The measurement of M̃s(T ) is fitted with the model described
in Section 2.2. Between ∼ 50 K and RT, the model accurately fits the experimental observations
of M̃s(T ), including for temperatures near TM . From evaluating the fit parameters, we suspect an
inaccuracy of the induced magnetization in Gd at the Co|Gd interface predicted by the model. At
the interface Ms,Gd is determined to be a factor 3.6 times higher than Ms,Gd for bulk Gd. For an
improved model we therefore suggest to implement an upper boundary for Ms,Gd in the model. The
other parameters in contrast are close to their expected values. These results supports the validity of
our expressions for TM and TA that we derived in Section 2.2. However, measurements on samples
with different Co and Gd thicknesses are needed to confirm if the model is also an accurate description
of the magnetization of Co|Gd bilayers with different layer thicknesses.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

In this work, we studied the stability of the composition of thin-film Pt|Co|Gd|X samples (where
X denotes the different materials used as capping layer), and the magnetic characteristics of these
samples. In the Introduction we motivated this research for the usage of this thin-film configuration in
a fast RM type where information could be read- and write-accessed using all-optical methods. It has
been showed in other studies that at TA, DW motion for the Pt|Co|Gd racetrack is most efficient. For
the ability to tune the magnetic properties as desired, as for example TM at a specific temperatures, we
researched the magnetization properties of the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer. From experimental measurements of

M̃s(T ) for Pt|Co|Gd|X samples, we observed that the magnetic properties of our samples significantly
change over time. To find the origin of these changes, and to investigate how the Pt|Co|Gd stack can
be preserved, we researched the compositional changes of our samples. In the next two sections we
elaborate further on the conclusions and outlook of these studies.

7.1 Thin-film Pt|Co|Gd preservation

We observed that for a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) sample, TM decreased with 12.5% within
9 days. Researching the observed change, we found its origin to be intermixing between the Gd and
capping layer. We have also tested the hypothesis that the samples oxidize, however we found that
oxidation does not (significantly) affect our samples. To research the preservation of the Pt|Co|Gd
stack, we compared the change of the magnetic properties for different capping layers. Based on
a simplified model that describes intermixing between interfacing metals, we suggest a method to
estimate how much two materials intermix. For two materials that can form many intermetallic
compounds we expect the intermixing to be larger than for materials with less intermetallic com-
pounds. In agreement with this method we find that a Ta(4nm) layer is preferred over a Pt(2nm), a
Pt(4nm) and a Al(4nm) layer, for the preservation of Gd. For all these capping layers, TM initially
is ∼ 200 K. For the sample with a Ta(4nm) capping layer, TM eventually decreases to 177 K, for
a Al(4nm) capping layer TM eventually becomes 155 K, for the Pt(4nm) layer this is 123 K, and
for the sample with a Pt(2nm) layer TM is not observed anymore after ∼ 70 days. We expect that
for the latter result Pt atoms that have diffused to the Co|Gd surface, breaking the AF coupling
between the Co and Gd atoms. With this finding, we continued our research on the magnetic prop-
erties of Pt|Co|Gd with samples that have a Ta(4nm) capping layer. However, for preservation of
the Pt|Co|Gd stack in applications, we conclude that the sample with a Ta(4nm) capping layer is
not stable enough. From an annealed sample at 400 K for 90 minutes that has an Ta(4nm) capping
layer, we still observe a significant reduction in the magnetization of the Gd layer due to intermixing
of Gd with Ta. Therefore we conclude that if the Pt|Co|Gd trilayer will be used for applications at or
above RT, more research is needed for the preservation of the Gd film. A suggestion is to use Cr as
a capping layer, Bertero et al. reported the Gd|Cr bilayer to have a sharp interface between them [64].

For the theoretical continuation of this research we suggest a more advanced model to describe inter-
mixing. The improved model could lead to a better material choice used to preserve the Pt|Co|Gd
stack. Our ‘simple’ theoretical model assumes that two interfacing layers eventually become fully
intermixed. However, we have observed that for a Ta(4nm) capping layer on top of a Gd(3nm) film
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the intermixing stops after approximately 83 days, while the two layers have not fully intermixed.
Because the diffusion rates of two different metals are not equal, asymmetric diffusion rates should
have been taken into account (known as the Kirkendall effect) [63]. We expect that the concentration
dependent interdiffusion from the asymmetric diffusion model could analytically expresses the limit
of the intermixing between metallic thin-films. Also, we have observed that the intermixing is not
only dependent on the materials of the thin films, but also dependent on the thicknesses of these
films. This is not accounted for in our model. Since the thickness of a thin film influence the grain
sizes within the film [99], and it is known that diffusion is dominant at grain boundaries [63], we
think that the layer-thickness dependent intermixing rate originates from the different grain sizes in
the layers with different thicknesses. Therefore, we suggest to extend the intermixing model with a
dependence on the number of grans and grain sizes in the thin films.

To experimentally continue the research to the compositional changes of our samples, we suggest
to conduct the XRR measurements for samples with different capping layers, and to examine the
composition of annealed samples. From the scattering length profiles determined from measurements,
we obtain a more evident representation of the intermixing. An even more accurate experimental
method, is to conduct scanning transmission electron microscopy measurements on the samples. From
these measurements; the grain sizes within the thin films, alloy formation between different metals,
the interface roughnesses between the layers, and the structural composition of the thin films can be
observed [100]. With this technique, it can be tested if the Pt(2nm) capping layer does intermix with
the Gd layer in such extend that the Pt atoms reach the Co|Gd interface.

7.2 Thin-film Pt|Co|Gd magnetic characteristics

For the research of the magnetic characteristics of thin-film Pt|Co|Gd, we created a model for M̃s(T )
of the Co|Gd bilayer. This model describes the induced magnetization in the paramagnetic state
of Gd in proximity to Co. From this model we derived analytical expressions for TM and TA. To
examine the accuracy of our model, we used the model to fit experimental observations of M̃s(T ) for
a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) sample. From evaluating the fit result; i.e. the fit parameters

and the deviation between the fit and the measurement of M̃s(T ); we conclude that the model is an

accurate description of M̃s(T ) for temperatures above ∼ 50 K. Below 50 K we expect that the Gd
layer also has spontaneous magnetization. This is further discussed in Appendix E. From evaluating
the fit parameters, we suspect an inaccuracy of the induced magnetization in Gd at the Co|Gd inter-
face predicted by the model. At the interface Ms,Gd is determined to be a factor 3.6 times higher than
Ms,Gd for bulk Gd. For an improved model we therefore suggest to implement an upper boundary
for Ms,Gd in the model. The other parameters in contrast are close to their expected values. Because
the fit is accurate above 50 K, these results support the analytical expressions we defined for TM and
TA also to be accurate.

From the measurements to experimentally determined M̃s(T ), we have also found that the effect-
ive anisotropy transforms from PMA to IPA when crossing ∼ 100 K from ‘high’ to ‘low’ temperature.
This transition of effective anisotropy is linked to the competition between the Pt|Co interface an-
isotropy that favourers out-of-plane magnetization and the shape anisotropy that favourers in-plane
magnetization. The shape anisotropy depends quadratically on Ms, and Ms is known to increase
with decreasing temperature. Close to 100 K, the shape anisotropy overcomes the Pt|Co interface
anisotropy. Another phenomenon that we observed, is a spin-flop transition in the Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)
bilayer at 5 K for in-plane external applied magnetic fields.

For the outlook of the magnetic characteristics of thin film Pt|Co|Gd, the magnetic properties for
samples with other layer thickness than Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|X samples have yet to be stud-
ied. To validate the accuracy of our magnetization model for various Co and Gd layer thicknesses, the
model also needs to be compared to experimental measurements of M̃s(T ) for samples with various
layer thicknesses. This is essential to compute the Co and Gd layer thicknesses using the model for
an Pt|Co|Gd trilayer with a specific desired TM or TA.
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Appendix A

Proximity induced magnetization

This Appendix contains detailed information on the derivation of the proximity model that has been
introduced in Section 2.1.3. In the first section of this Appendix the development of the proximity
model by Lim et al. and Omelchenko, Heinrich and Girt is discussed. Appendix A.2 continues with
the derivation of our own model.

A.1 Derivation of the proximity model

In 2013 Lim et al. published the study of induced magnetism in Pt at the interfaces with ferromagnetic
Permalloy. From magnetoresistance measurements on Py/Pt/Py tri-layers where the Pt functions as a
spacer layer between the two ferromagnetic layers. They found that the coupling through the Pt layer
is associated with thermodynamic magnetic properties [27]. From simplifying the phenomenological
free energy density function, describing the exchange interaction at the interfaces by a local effective
field, and minimizing the free energy with respect to the magnetization, Lim et al. derived an equation
to describe the induced magnetization in the Pt spacer layer between two Py layers to be

MPy|Pt|Py(x) =
JMPy

α

exp
(
x
ξ

)
± exp

(
−xξ
)

exp
(
d
2ξ
)
± exp

(
− d

2ξ

) . (A.1)

Where J is the exchange coupling across the Py|Pt interface, MPy the magnetization of the ferro-
magnetic material, α the inverse susceptibility of Pt with respect to the effective exchange field, x
the position perpendicular to the interface with its origin in the middle of the Pt layer, ξ the char-
acteristic decay length of the magnetization in Pt (which is denoted as ξ =

√
γ/α, where γ is the

exchange stiffness), and d the thickness of the Pt layer. Figure A.1 shows a schematic of the stack
and x-coordination. The + (-) sign in the equation corresponds to the parallel (anti-parallel) config-
uration of the ferromagnetic layers with respect to each other. The difference of the free energy of the
Pt layer for the parallel and antiparallel configurations gives an expression for the effective field from
the bottom ferromagnetic material, through the Pt spacer layer, acting on the ‘free’ ferromagnetic
top layer. This effective exchange coupling field can be expressed as

HE =
J2M0ξ

3/

γtfree sinh
(
d
ξ

) . (A.2)

By measuring the giant magnetoresistance, they determined HE as function of d and T . Therefrom ξ
is obtained by fitting the experimental results with expression A.2. Lim et al. found the characteristic
magnetization decay length in Pt to be approximately 0.2 nm at RT and 0.8 nm at 25 K.

In the paper of Lim et al. the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility is assumed to
be linear. This is expected from using the Curie-Weiss law for χ and neglecting the temperature
dependence of α. Therefore the temperature dependence of the characteristic decay length is approx-
imated with

ξ(T ) ≈ ξ0/
√
T/T0 − 1. (A.3)
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Pt PyPy

-d/2 d/20
X

{y,z}

Figure A.1: Schematic figure of the Py|Pt|Py stack as used by Lim et al. and Omelchenko, Heinrich
and Girt.

This approximation of the characteristic decay length is proven well for temperatures above 100 K,
but deviations between expression A.3 and experimental results below 100 K become significant [27],
shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: The characteristic decay length of induced magnetization in Pt in proximity to Py. The
blue dots represent measured values, the red curve is a fit of the data by using the Curie-Weiss law
for the temperature dependence of ξ (Equation A.3). Figure obtained from [27]

Omelchenko, Heinrich and Girt continued the work of Lim et al. with ferromagnetic-resonance meas-
urements and published their work on the interlayer exchange coupling of Pt in Py|Pt|Py system in
2018. Following the same model as Lim et al., but using β(= 1/KBT = α/µ0) and ζ(= γ/µ0) as in-
verse susceptibility and exchange stiffness instead of α and γ. This includes the linearly temperature
dependence of the susceptibility and temperature independence of the exchange stiffness assump-
tions. They found a similar expression for induced magnetization in Pt between two ferromagnetic
materials. Minimizing their expression of the free energy with respect to the induced magnetization
in Pt for a bilayer system Py|Pt gives an expression for the induced magnetization in Pt as function
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of x;

MPy|Pt(x) =
JPtMPy

β

exp
(
x
ξ −

d
2ξ

)
+ exp

(
−xξ + d

2ξ

)
exp

(
d
ξ

)
+ exp

(
−dξ
) . (A.4)

Here the characteristic decay length is denoted as ξ =
√
ζ/β. To obtain this characteristic decay

length, Omelchenko, Heinrich and Girt fitted their ferromagnetic-resonance results with

J(dPt) = µ0
M2

0βξ

sinh
(
dPt

ξ

) , (A.5)

which is obtained analogous to equation A.2. With the same type of measurements, Omelchenko,
Heinrich and Girt found a similar result of the ξ as Lim et al., being 0.31± 0.01 nm at RT, with the
note that ξ increases with intermixing. Furthermore, they found that the residual of the fit resembling
the characteristics of Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interlayer coupling, with a period of
∼ 0.8 nm and a maximum amplitude of ∼ 0.1 mJ/m2. The results of Omelchenko, Heinrich and Girt
is showed in Figure A.3. M0 of Pt has been calculated to be on average 〈MPt〉 = 0.27 µB/atom, in
proximity to Py. And finally the molar magnetic susceptibility of Pt is determined at β−1 = χPt =
(1.4±0.2)×10−7 m3/mol (the susceptibility has been converted to molar susceptibility by multiplying
with Pt’s Molar volume, 9.0948−6 m3/mol [101]). This result is roughly 100 times larger than for
bulk Pt; χPt

mol,bulk = 2.38 × 10−9 m3/mol [28]. In conclusion, these findings evidence the magnetic
enhancement in PM in proximity to Py, its thermodynamic origin (demonstrated in Figure A.2) and
displays its magnitude compared to RKKY coupling (see Figure A.3).

Figure A.3: Interlayer exchange coupling strength, J , as function of Pt thickness between a Py and
PyFe layer. The solid line is a fit using Equation A.5 to determine ξ. Residuals of the fit are plotted
in the inset figure. The dashed line curve in the inset show that the residuals resemble an RKKY
coupling type. This Figure is adapted from [28].

A.2 The variational principle of the total free energy

In Section 2.1.3 the induced-magnetic profile in a paramagnetic layer as function of position normal
to the interface between the paramagnetic layer and a ferromagnetic layer, is obtained by minimizing
the free energy with respect to the induced magnetization. For the free energy, the phenomenological
free energy density function from the Ginzburg–Landau theory is applied to magnetic media, resulting
in equation 2.6 [27, 28].
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A.2. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF THE TOTAL FREE ENERGY

The total free energy is the integral of the free energy density function over the paramagnetic layer
thickness. Neglecting the Zeeman term, as explained in Section 2.1.3, the total free energy becomes

f (M(x),M′(x), x) =
µ0

2χ
[M(x)]

2
+ µ0

A

2
[M′(x)]

2
(A.6)

F =

∫ d

0

f (M(x),M′(x), x) dx (A.7)

To minimize the free energy the magnetic profile as function of position, M(x), is determined
using Euler’s equation for variational extrema [102]. Starting with a definition of the solution
that M(x, α) = M(x) + αη(x), where we define that the arbitrary function η has the property
of η(0) = η(d) = 0.

Therefore M(x, 0) = M(x) and by definition the total free energy has its extrema at

dF

dα

∣∣∣∣
α=0

= 0. (A.8)

From the chain rule of differentiation under the integral, equation A.8 becomes

dF

dα
=

∫ d

0

[
∂f

∂M

∂M

∂α
+

∂f

∂M′
∂M′

∂α

]
dx = 0. (A.9)

Evaluating the second term of the integral by integrating by parts gives∫ d

0

∂f

∂M′
∂M′

∂α
=

∫ d

0

∂f

∂M′
d

dx

∂M′

∂α
dx (A.10)

=
∂f

∂M′
∂M

∂α

∣∣∣∣d
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

−
∫ d

0

d

dx

∂f

∂M

∂M

∂α︸︷︷︸
η

dx (A.11)

Therefore

dF

dα
=

∫ d

0

[
∂f

∂M
− d

dx

∂f

∂M′

]
η(x)dx = 0. (A.12)

Since this equation has to hold for any arbitrary definition of η(x), the expression between the
square brackets must become zero. For the minimization of the total free energy with respect to the
magnetization this leaves the differential equation

µ0

χ
M(x)− µ0A

∂2M(x)

∂x2
= 0. (A.13)

A.2.1 Solution of the magnetic profile

Equation A.13 left a second order homogeneous differential equation that describes the magnetization
profile induced by the proximity effect. Using a fixed induced magnetic moment at the interface and
assuming that the induced magnetization vanishes at infinite distance from the interface results in
two boundary conditions to solve the differential equation:

M(0) = M0, lim
x→∞

M(x) = 0 (A.14)

M0 represents the magnetic moment induced in the paramagnetic material at the interface with the
ferromagnetic layer.

In the Mathematica code below (code 1) the differential equation is solved. The solution to the
differential equation ought the induced magnetization to have the form

M(x) = M0 exp

(
−x
ξ

)
. (A.15)
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ξ(=
√
χA) is defined as the characteristic decay length of the induced magnetization. Making the

characteristic decay length temperature dependent using ξ = ξ0/
√
T (see Section 2.1.3) and integ-

rating x over the thickness of the paramagnetic layer, d, gives the total temperature dependent
magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer

M(T ) =

∫ d

0

M0 exp

(
−x
√
T

ξ0

)
dx (A.16)

=
M0ξ0√
T

[
1− exp

(
−d
√
T

ξ0

)]
(A.17)

(* Start with a clean notebook *)(* Start with a clean notebook *)(* Start with a clean notebook *)

ClearAll[“Global̀*”];ClearAll[“Global̀*”];ClearAll[“Global̀*”];

(* Set the assumptions of the variables used in the differential equation *)(* Set the assumptions of the variables used in the differential equation *)(* Set the assumptions of the variables used in the differential equation *)

$Assumptions = {Element[{µ0, χ,M0, A, t, ξ0},Reals], µ0 > 0, χ > 0, A > 0, t > 0, ξ0 > 0};$Assumptions = {Element[{µ0, χ,M0, A, t, ξ0},Reals], µ0 > 0, χ > 0, A > 0, t > 0, ξ0 > 0};$Assumptions = {Element[{µ0, χ,M0, A, t, ξ0},Reals], µ0 > 0, χ > 0, A > 0, t > 0, ξ0 > 0};

(* Define the differential equation and its boundary condition *)(* Define the differential equation and its boundary condition *)(* Define the differential equation and its boundary condition *)

eqn = µ0/χ ∗M [x]− µ0 ∗A ∗D[M [x], {x, 2}] == 0;eqn = µ0/χ ∗M [x]− µ0 ∗A ∗D[M [x], {x, 2}] == 0;eqn = µ0/χ ∗M [x]− µ0 ∗A ∗D[M [x], {x, 2}] == 0;

bounds = {M [0] == M0};bounds = {M [0] == M0};bounds = {M [0] == M0};

(* Solve the differential equation using DSolve and print the solution *)(* Solve the differential equation using DSolve and print the solution *)(* Solve the differential equation using DSolve and print the solution *)

sol:=Block[{$RecursionLimit = Infinity},DSolve[{eqn,bounds},M [x], x]];sol:=Block[{$RecursionLimit = Infinity},DSolve[{eqn,bounds},M [x], x]];sol:=Block[{$RecursionLimit = Infinity},DSolve[{eqn,bounds},M [x], x]];

M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.sol];M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.sol];M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.sol];

M [x]M [x]M [x]{
e
− x√

Aχ

(
M0− C[1] + e

2x√
AχC[1]

)}
(*FortheboundaryconditionM(inf) = 0checkifthesolution(*FortheboundaryconditionM(inf) = 0checkifthesolution(*FortheboundaryconditionM(inf) = 0checkifthesolution

C[1] = 0iscorrect(whereC[1]istheintegrationconstant)*)C[1] = 0iscorrect(whereC[1]istheintegrationconstant)*)C[1] = 0iscorrect(whereC[1]istheintegrationconstant)*)

Limit[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0}, x→ Infinity][[1]] == 0Limit[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0}, x→ Infinity][[1]] == 0Limit[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0}, x→ Infinity][[1]] == 0

True

(*Showthesolutionwiththesubstitutionξ = Sqrt[A ∗ χ]*)(*Showthesolutionwiththesubstitutionξ = Sqrt[A ∗ χ]*)(*Showthesolutionwiththesubstitutionξ = Sqrt[A ∗ χ]*)

M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0, A ∗ χ→ ξ∧2}//FullSimplify];M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0, A ∗ χ→ ξ∧2}//FullSimplify];M [x ]:=Evaluate[M [x]/.{C[1]→ 0, A ∗ χ→ ξ∧2}//FullSimplify];

M [x]M [x]M [x]{
e
− x√

ξ2 M0
}

(* A sketch of the magnetic profile *)(* A sketch of the magnetic profile *)(* A sketch of the magnetic profile *)

Plot[M [x]/.{M0→ 1, ξ → 1}, {x, 0, 10},AxesLabel→ Automatic]Plot[M [x]/.{M0→ 1, ξ → 1}, {x, 0, 10},AxesLabel→ Automatic]Plot[M [x]/.{M0→ 1, ξ → 1}, {x, 0, 10},AxesLabel→ Automatic]
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2 4 6 8 10
x

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

(* The total magnetization of a layer with layer thickness t is given by *)(* The total magnetization of a layer with layer thickness t is given by *)(* The total magnetization of a layer with layer thickness t is given by *)

totM = Integrate[M [x], {x, 0, t}]totM = Integrate[M [x], {x, 0, t}]totM = Integrate[M [x], {x, 0, t}]{
−
(
−1 + e

− t√
ξ2

)
M0
√
ξ2

}
(*Makingthecharacteristicdecaylenghttemperaturedependentwith : ξ(T ) = ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ]*)(*Makingthecharacteristicdecaylenghttemperaturedependentwith : ξ(T ) = ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ]*)(*Makingthecharacteristicdecaylenghttemperaturedependentwith : ξ(T ) = ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ]*)

totMT[T ]:=totM/.ξ → ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ];totMT[T ]:=totM/.ξ → ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ];totMT[T ]:=totM/.ξ → ξ0 ∗ 1/Sqrt[T ];

totMT[T ]totMT[T ]totMT[T ]{
−

(
−1 + e

− t√
ξ02

T

)
M0
√

ξ02

T

}
(* A sketch of the total magnetic proximity effect as function of temperature *)(* A sketch of the total magnetic proximity effect as function of temperature *)(* A sketch of the total magnetic proximity effect as function of temperature *)

Plot[Evaluate[totMT[T ]/.{ξ0→ 1,M0→ 1, t→ 1}], {T, 5, 300},AxesLabel→ Automatic]Plot[Evaluate[totMT[T ]/.{ξ0→ 1,M0→ 1, t→ 1}], {T, 5, 300},AxesLabel→ Automatic]Plot[Evaluate[totMT[T ]/.{ξ0→ 1,M0→ 1, t→ 1}], {T, 5, 300},AxesLabel→ Automatic]

50 100 150 200 250 300
T

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Code 1: The Mathematica code used to solve the differential equation describing the induced mag-
netization profile due to the proximity effect (Equation A.13).
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Appendix B

Lambert W function

The Lambert W function is a set of functions that cannot be expressed in terms of elementary
functions [103]. This set of functions are the branches of the solution to the inverse relation of the
function f(w) = w exp (w), where w is a complex number. For each branch, denoted as Wi(x) with i
being an integer, the function satisfies the relation

w exp (w) = z, (B.1)

with z being a complex number. When only considering real numbers for w and z, the Lambert
W function consist of only the principal branch W0 that satisfies W (z) ≥ −1, and the branch that
satisfies W (z) ≤ −1 which denotes as W−1. These functions are plotted in Figure B.1a. For more
information on the Lambert W function we like to refer the reader to the article “On the Lambert
W Function” [104].

In our expression for TM and TA (equations 2.17 and 2.19) z is a function of the form −x · exp (−x)
with x being a constant times the ratio between the paramagnetic layer thickness and the ferro-
magnetic layer thickness. In Figure B.1b both W (−x · exp (−x)) and −x · exp (−x) are plotted, from
which we observe that for x ≥ 4 these functions are approximately equal, and for x ≥ 8 both functions
become neglectable compared to x.
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Figure B.1: (a) The Lambert W(z) function for real values of z. This set of functions consists of two
branches, W0 (blue) and W−1 (orange). (b) The Lambert W(z) function with z being a function of
x (z(x) = −x · exp (−x). The function −x · exp (−x) is also plotted in blue.
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Appendix C

Pt|Co|Gd|Pt resistivity analyses

In order to measure the change in composition of our samples, we measured the electrical resistance
of a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) (Rxx) as function of time. This measurement is shown in
Figure C.1a. We observed an decreasing exponential increase of the resistance, therefore the resistance
is fitted with

Rxx ≈ R∞ +R∆ exp

(
− t
τ

)
, (C.1)

where R∞ is the final resistance, R∆ the change in resistance, and τ the characteristics timescale of
change. The experiments showed a rapid change within the first day which is not matched with the
fit. Because there are multiple processing steps between the fabrication of the sample and the ability
to conduct measurements we will not go further into detail about the change in the first ∼ 3 hours.

From the fit we obtain a change in resistance between the first and tenth day of 1%
(
R∆

R0

)
, with a

characteristics timescale of 0.5 days.

Noticeable in the measurement of Rxx is the sine-like signal. In Figure C.1b the difference between
the fit and measurement data is plotted as ‘noise’ where the sine-like pattern is even better visible.
The frequencies of a Fast-Fourier transformation of the ‘noise’ shows two periods that indicate in-
fluence of the ambient conditions on the signal; one of a day and one of half a day. The Fourier
transformation is showed in Figure C.1c.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Time (days)

94.0

94.5

95.0

95.5

96.0

R x
x (

Ω)

Exponental Fit
Measurements

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure C.1: fig:Sheet resistance measurement as function of time at ambient conditions (a). The green
line is an exponential fit of the measurement data. (b) shows the difference between the fit and the
experimental data (noise). The ‘noise’ of the measurement is analysed with a Fourier transformation,
figure (c). The frequencies 1 day−1 and 2 day−1 are marked with vertical dashed lines.
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Because the Boron doped Silicon is a semiconductor with a light-sensitive resistance [105] the meas-
urement is then continued in a black box that shields the sample from light. Figure C.2b shows
the Fourier transformations of the both without black box (blue) and with the black box (orange).
Therefrom we obtain that the 0.5 day periodicity noise is removed by the black box, but the one
day periodicity noise remains. The daily periodicity in the signal is possibly due to the temperature
control in the laboratory.

In the continued measurement of Rxx, Figure C.2a, is visible that the electrical resistance decreases
again after a certain period of time. The increase in resistance can be from either oxidation (discussed
in Section 2.3.1), however intermixing and amorphization also increase the electrical resistivity (de-
scribed by the theory of Faber-Ziman [106, 107, 108]). Which one is dominant in this matter cannot
be determined from this measurement. However, the decrease in resistivity after a longer timescale
is not expected for oxidation, intermixing nor intermixing. Possibly the decrease in resistivity is
a result of change in temperature in the laboratory over the months May/June. Another possibly
explanation could be that the sample gains structure, for example if amorphous Gd and Pt form a
metallic crystal.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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94.5
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Figure C.2: Sheet resistance measurements as function of time (a), whereas the first measurements
are at ambient conditions (blue) and the second measurement series is done performed in a dark
environment (orange). Figure (b) shows the Fourier transformation of the two measurement series.
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Appendix D

AFM measurements

We measured the surface roughness of two samples to indirectly see if the samples are oxidized.
From literature it is known that oxidation roughens the surface of the material. Another factor that
influence the surface roughness are crystal-grains. These grains are formed by regions with different
aligned crystal structures [109]. Because grains are formed from the roughness of the surface the layer
is deposited upon, we first determine the surface roughness of the SiB substrate. Figure D.1 shows
the surface roughness of the SiB substrate (a), a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Pt(4nm) sample (b),
and a Pt(4nm)|Co(1nm)|Gd(3nm)|Ta(4nm) sample (c). These samples have been stored in open air
for over two months prior to the measurements. The root mean square roughness (δRMS) of the SiB
substrate is determined at 0.13±0.01 nm. δRMS of the Pt(4nm) capped sample is also 0.13±0.01 nm.
This result is consistent with the findings of Kuhrau et al. who determined δRMS of a closed Pt film
to be 0.12 nm [57]. And δRMS of the Ta(4nm) capped sample is determined at 0.16 nm. For oxidized
surfaces we expected the surface roughness to be ∼ 3 times larger (based on the surface roughnesses
of Gd2O3 and CoOx that are 0.69 nm [58] and 0.45 nm [57], respectively). From these observations
we expect that oxidation is not the cause of the significant changes in the magnetization discussed
earlier. However, this measurement is not conclusive for the oxidation hypothesis.

(a)

400 nm

(b)

400 nm

(c) (d)

Figure D.1: 1 × 1 µm squared area AFM measurements of the surfaces of SiB substrate (a), the
surface of a Pt capped sample (b) and the surface of a Ta capped sample (c). The same color-scales
for all three scans is used, ranging from −0.5 nm (black) to 0.5 nm (white), displayed in figure (d).
The blue mask in (a) marks dirt on the sample which has been excluded from the analyses.
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Appendix E

Low temperature model

In Chapter 6 we compared the model we derived in Section 2.2 with experimental observations of
M̃s(T ). Below ∼ 50 K the model deviates from the experimental observations. Therefore, we discuss
a ‘low temperature’ model in this appendix. We assume that the magnetization in the Gd layer
consists of two contributions, a proximity induced magnetic moment, and a spontaneous magnetic
moment. In extension to the model discussed in Section 2.2, we add a spontaneous magnetization
contribution to the magnetization of the Gd layer. With the spontaneous magnetization of the Gd
layer, the saturation magnetization of the Co|Gd bilayer then becomes

M̃s(T ) = MCo,crit. − (MGd,prox. +MGd,crit.) , (E.1)

where MGd,prox. is the induced magnetic moment described with the proximity model, and Mi,crit. the
spontaneous magnetization described with the critical exponent equation for the Co layer (i = Co)
and Gd layer (i = Gd). With the assumption that there is no interactions between the proximity
induced magnetization and spontaneous magnetization, we introduce a parameter x that represents
the fraction of magnetic moment in the Gd film induced by the proximity effect. Therefore, the
fraction of spontaneous magnetization in the Gd layer is 1− x. To constrain the total magnetization
of the Gd layer, we introduce the conditions

MGd,prox. ≤ x · dGd ·Ms,0,Gd, (E.2)

MGd,crit. ≤ (1− x) · dGd ·Ms,0,Gd. (E.3)

These conditions limit the sum of the proximity induced and spontaneous magnetization to the max-
imum magnetic moment expected from the Gd layer; MGd,prox. +MGd,crit. ≤ dGdms,0,Gd. Figure E.1a

shows the results of a fit of M̃s(T ) with this new model. For this fit we used the parameters from the
fit discussed in Section 6.1 and Ms,0,Gd = 2.1 MA/m as fixed parameters. The value of x is fitted at
0.84, and TC,Gd at 34 K.

The fraction of induced magnetization in the Gd layer is fitted at 84%, which is relatively close
to the fraction of magnetic moment in Gd coming from the 4f -electrons (92%). This could be an
indication that the proximity induced magnetization is dominant in the 4f electron band of Gd, how-
ever, this is speculation. The fraction of spontaneous magnetization of the total magnetic moment
from the Gd layer is then 16% (1 − x). This is twice the fraction of Ms,Gd that literature suggest
to originate from the 5d electron band (8%). It is arguable that if the spontaneous magnetization is
originates from the 5d electron band, it will also induce a magnetic moment in the 4f electron bands
via an interaction between the 4f and the 5d bands. This interaction is expected from literature [110].

Due to the constraints defined in Equations E.2 and E.3, the spontaneous magnetization saturates
at 42 K. In Figure E.1b this is highlighted with a blue square. At 34 K (TC,Gd) the spontaneous
magnetization in the Gd arises in the model. The fitted value of TC,Gd is only 10 K above the
Curie temperature of 3 nm thin film Gd, yielding that TC,Gd is not significantly changed due to the
proximity induced magnetization. This also yields that MGd at TM and RT is dominated by the
proximity induced magnetization. However, the discontinuity in the fit around TC,Gd in the form
of a ‘kink’ is an indication that the spontaneous magnetization does not arise abruptly at a certain
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temperature, but arises gradually. The induced magnetization in combination with the interaction
between the 4f and 5d electrons is expected to influence the Curie temperature. A suggestion for a
more accurate description of the ‘spontaneous magnetization’ in the Gd layer is therefore, to make
the Curie temperature of Gd dependent on the position from the Co|Gd interface.

(a) (b)

Figure E.1: (a) M̃s(T ) determined from in- and out-of-plane temperature sweep measurements plotted

in blue. The orange curve is a fit of M̃s(T ) using the model described introduced in this chapter.
The green square box marks the discontinuity of the model at TC . In (b) the different components
of the total fit are plotted in dashed lines; Ms,Co,crit. (green), MGd,crit. (red) and MGd,prox. (purple).
The blue square marks the saturation of the proximity induced magnetization in the model of Gd at
42 K, this saturation comes from the constraint given by Equation E.2.
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